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1 SUPREME COURT ADIVISORY
2 BOARD MEETI NG
3 November a, 19a6
4

5 CHAIRMAN SOULES: We just handed out a

6 handout. This first item. 185, weive talked about

7 this before. The reason itls coming back again is

8 that it was sent here and to the COAJ. We have

9 acted on it and rejected it. That doesni t mean we

10 can § t take it up aga in.. And then they ac ted pn it
11 -~ Dr at least itls come back again from them.

12 Does anyone have any feel ing we need to recons ider
13 our former action of rejecting this suggestion?
14 MR.. RAGLAND: I move we rej ec tit..
15 CHAIRMAN SOULES. Okay. Moved.
16 Seconded?

17 JUDGE TUNKS i Second.
18 CHAIRMAN SOULES) All in favor show by

19 hand of rejecting it.. Opposed? Okay.. That's
20 let me see the hands again wanting to reject..

21 There i. a vote against.. Those who reject..
22 Five. And those who want the rule. One..

23 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Luke, attached to
24 the back of tha t ~-
25 CHAIRMAN SOULES: The next --
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1 PROFESSOR EDGAR i Go ahead.
2 CHAIRMAN SOULES: The next thing we
3 have is Jerry Wicker v s suggestion on changing

4. PROFESSOR DORSANEO; We pick them
5 anyway. We just file them first.

6 MR. BRANSON: Be was teasing DOrs.neo
7 abou t be ing the maj Dr i ty of one.

8 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Oh, in San Antonio
9 it doesD' t make any difference because every j udie

10 sits in every court, so it makes no difference

11 where you file.
12 MR. TINDALL: No, but he' stalking
13 about the practice of going straight to the judge
14 before you file it.
15 CHAIRMAN SOULES: It still doesn't
16 make any difference in San Antonio.
17 PROFESSOR DORSANEO = NobOdy does tha t

18 anywhere, do they?

19 MR. TINDALL: Well, that's what he's
20 talking about in his letter.
21 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: I know. au t tha t

22 doesn' t happen anywhere. That. s why he wants to

23 have the rul e say wha t happens.
24 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Actually a judge
25 shouldn1t grant a TRO until the clerk's filed it,
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1 but that trial court can handle that. They can if

2 they want to.

3 MR.. TINDALL: The practice is commoniy

4 done.. It l s ~~ you find the Judge wherever you

5 f iDd him and get him to grant it and then you file

6 it later..
7 CHAIRMAN SOULES = The Judge can file

8 too. The clerk doean' thave to file..

9 Okay.. On these suggestions of Jeremy Wicker

10 for 621 --
11 MR.. RAGLAND: What page are you on,

12 Luke?
13 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Look at the very
14 last page of the handout..
15 CHAIRMAN SOULES i The last page of

16 this handout, page 18. It was 18 of hia letter
17 but, this is 621 and it just changes a cite in our
18 rule from a Civil Statute to a Civil Practice
19 Remedies Code. Any oppOsition to that?

20 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: May I take a look

21 at 621 (a), please?
22 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Okay..
23 PROFESSOR DORSANBO li Because there are

24 two statutes..
2S PROFESSOR EDGAR: 3773 is the only one

512-474-5427 SUPREME COURT REPORTERS cHAVELA BATES
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referred to in 621.

PROFESSOR DORSANEO = I know t bu t there

are two statutes that deal with this problem of

dormancy. And I want to make sure that, in fact,

the current rule makes the right reference.

PROFESSOR SOULIS i It l. On page 226 of

your purple book.

MR.. TINDALL:

10-year statute, isn't it?

j udgmen t .

That 3773 is simply that

Vital ity of a

PROFBSSOR DORSANEO: Uh-huh.. I think

it will be all right.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay.. No

opposition? That's unanimously approved.. Now,

let's go to 169 and the matter that we were

talking about yesterday, which is the -- what page

is that?

PROFESSOR EDGAR: 160 -- oh.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: In the ma ter ial s..

PROFESSOR EDGAR. I don l t know..

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Page 148 in the

agenda materials.. Mr. SUlak, Leftyls -- I donøt

knowhow to say his partner's name.. I've been

mispronounc ing it.. And Tom Ragland, where is he?

MR.. RAGLAND: Righ t he re .

512-474-5427 SUPREME COURT REPORTERS CHAVELA BATES
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1 cHAIR~iAN SOULES: Tom, excuse me, I
2 didn' t see you there.. You changed sea ts from

3 yesterday. You had comments you wanted to make

4 about Mr.. Sulak l s suggestion.. Those are in order

5 now..
6 MR.. RAGLAND: All right. I t seems to

7 me -- I've got two complaints about the method of

8 plac ing the burden of proof and the burden of

9 proof itself. Those are my two complaints. In

10 the first place. as the rule is presently written.
11 there l s practically no burden on the person who is
12 trying to withdraw the admission. The rule states
13 that it may be withdrawn or permit -- the Court

14 may permit withdrawal when the presentation of the
15 merits of the action will be subserved thereby"
16 Now, I can l t think of any argument that
17 wouldn · t mee t tha t burden of proof.. You jus t say,
18 you know i I wan t to because I need to. And then
19 it goes on and places a very difficult burden on

20 the person who has been relying on these
21 admissions for any given length of time by stating
22 that the party who obtained admission fails to
23 satisfy the Court that withdrawal or amendment

24 would prejudice him in maintaining his action of
25 the mer it..
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1 rails to satisfy the Court is probably a
2 burden that can't be met if the Court just says

3 I'm not satisfied. I mean, there is just no rule
4 for appellate revie\'i or anything else thére that I
5 can see. It jus t looks like to me those two

6 things ought to be re-worded to place the burden

7 on the person who is seeking to withdraw the

8 admission to show some good grounds for it and

9 then go further to show tha t the person who has

10 heen relying on these admissions won't be
11 prejudiced in some fashion and not put the burden
12 on the person who has been relying on them.
13 I don l t have any speCific language that I'm
14 going to suggest, but that's my complaint about
15 that portion of the rule.
16 MR. HCMAINSI Luke, we adoptea
17 yesterday, did we not, the provision with relation
18 to 166(b)?
19 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yes, that l s

20 already --
21 HR. MCMAINS: Time limits. So, we
22 fixed that problem.
i3 CHAIRMAN SOULES. ThatBs taken care
24 of.
25 MR. MCMAINS: I suggest that we shift
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1 the burden of proof to the movant, which I think

2 under 166 (b). i. where it generally is for any
3 kind of delay in supplementation.

4. What's the provision with regards to the

5 experts within 30 days? Don i t we have a --

6 CHAIRMAN SOULES i It iS 30 days.

7 MR. MCMAINS: No, DO. But, I mean,
8 isn't there a provision in there for ailowance of

9 doing it otherwise within the 3D-day period, but

10 youlve got a higher burden?
11 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Right.
12 MR. MCMAINS: It's a pretty
13 substantial burden, I think, according to Judge
14 Guittard's opinion.
15 CHAIRMAN SOULES * I t is. And 11m not

16 even sure it i S all in the rules
17 MR. TINDALL: Well, this puts the
18 burden on the party seeking to change it.
19 MR. MCMAINS: It doesn't. It says the
20 burden on the party .eeking to change the rules,
21 merely that the merits will be subserved. And
22 then it -- the burden then shifts to the other
23 side to show that it used prejUdice.
24 MR. TINDALL: Well. I understand. but
25 you eve got a heavy burden going in to show that

512-474-5427 SUPREME COURT REPORTERS cHAVELA BATES
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1 the admission was in error. You .ve got to

2 demonstrate that to the Court Qr he won' t let you

3 amend (I

4 MR.. MCMAINS i No, I'm not .... I don't

5 read the rule as being all that restricted..
6 MR.. BRANSON i Here's wha t happens so

7 many times in practice. One side gets a request

8 for admissions in, and rather than take the time

9 to adequately investigate in order to answer the

10 questions, they just give it to a paralegal and
11 sit down and answer them.. And then they start

12 preparing their case a year from then and realize
13 that they didn. t do their investigation at the
14 time they answered the requests for admissions..
15 ADd the other party has been relying on them..
16 And I think if you strengthen up the rule and
17 put some teeth into it, it will require the
18 parties to dO their investigation at the time they
19 receive the requests for admission so that you
20 don't getnonbased reliance which is what seems to
21 have distressed Tim.. And certainly anybody tha.t' s
22 been in practice a long time has been down at the
23 courthouse where his opponent did just that to
24 him..
25 And it's really, if you relied on it, quite
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1 an inconvenience. I move we change the burden to

2 the movant and strengthen it some, and Tim's

3 recommenda tion looks pretty good to me.

4 CHAIRMAN SOULES: What we'v. got right

5 now, though, is that admissions may be

6 supplemented by a party seasonably, I bel i.va, is

7 the word.

8 MR. MORRIS: Well, really you can't
9 supplement an admission. You either admit it or

10 deny it.
11 CHAIRMAN SOULESi Well, th.reDs a lot
12 more to it than that. 169 puts a lot of burden on
13 explaining why you can. t admit or deny --
14 MR. RAGLAND: Well, but they've
15 already admitted it, Luke.
16 MR. MORRIS: But if you admitted or
17 denied it, there's really no way to supplement

18 tha t .
19 CHAIRMAN SOULES. Well, you could
20 admit part and deny part. You can --
21 MR. RAGLAND: But that's a withdrawal

22 of the admissions that's already been made and

23 then coming back under tbe rule to either 8dmi t or
24 explain why they can't. And tbat's a probiem.
25 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Tha t' s the s ta temen t
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1 tbat 11m trying to make right DOW, that there are

2 circumstances under which an admis.ion is subject

3 to being supplemented. And tbat is taken care of

4 in 166b (5). But there is no -- there' s nothing on

5 withdrawal other than in 169(2).. And. wbat Ilm

6 do we Deed this "or amendment, n because isn l t

7 amendment and supplement -- is tbat -. are tbose

8 the same or are tbey different?

9 PROFESSOR DORSANEOI As I can see,
10 "withdrawal" is eliminating the admission and
11 "amendment" would be replacing it with a denial.
12 CHAIRMAN SOULES: So, "amendment-
13 would have a meaning different from
14 "supplementation. U

15 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: As I've always
16 understood it, "witbdrawal" leaves you with no

17 response and 'Iamendmentl' is changing an admission

18 to a denial or a denial to an admission.
19 CHAIRMAN SOULES: That makes sense.
20 Okay. So, may permit withdrawal or amendment

21 MR. BRANSON: Now, wa.it a minute.. I

22 don't understand why the duties to supplement
2) changes Tim's problem. I mean --

24 CHAIRMAN SOULES: It probably doesn1t..

25 MR.. BRANSON: I mean, I don't -- I
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1 think you i re taking us off on a rabbit trail
2 there, Luke.. I don't -- I think just because they
3 supplement it, it doesn-t change the burden on

4 them.. I mean, as far as 11m concerned, they had a

5 duty to supplement Or answer it right in the first

6 place..
7 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, 11m not
8 attempting to take you on a rabbit trail. 11m

9 trying to determine whether tbe word ~amendment~

10 -- 11m going to -- I am in agreement that we need

11 to do something about the situation for parties
12 attempting to withdraw an admission, and that was
13 Tim's probiem.

14 MR.. BRANSON: Right..
15 CHAIRMAN SOULES:: I'm there with you..

16 Ilm trying now to determine whether we also need

17 to do something about a situation different from
18 bis where there is an amendment, or is that the
19 same as a supplement?

20 Bill has convinced me that tbe amendment and

21 suppl emen t are not tbe same.. And we' re f hting to
22 write a rule that not only speaks to Sulak's
23 problem, but is also going to speak to thousands
24 of other problems faced in the practice. And
25 that-s what 11m trying to do. I'm not trying to

512-474-5427 SUPREME COURT REPORTERS CHAVELA BATES
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1 go on a rabbit trial. I lm trying to put a
2 complete fixø if we can.

3 MR. BRANSON: The only place we
4 encounter amend and supplement. Or that I do, is

5 in pleadings.. And. that is, you have supplemental

6 pleadings which merely add to existing pleadings

7 or amended pleadings wbicb replace it..

8 CHAIRMAN SOULES: 166b(5) is a very
9 broad rule. And itls been the subject of a lot of

10 appellate work lately open supplementing ~-
11 MR.. BRANSON; But would you deal with

12 supplement as a term of art as it's been used in
13 pleadings historically?
14 CHAIRMAN SOULES; No. That's not what
15 it mean s ..

16 MR. BRANSON: How do we know that l s

17 not what it means?

18 CHAIRMAN SOULES; What?
19 MR.. BRANSON; How do we know tha t l s

20 not what it means?

21 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Because. for
22 example, in the BEE case, a witness was refused
23 the right tò testify because the party who had
24 answered interrogatories and named that individual
25 and said he was somewhere in Missouri had the

512-474-5427 SUPREME COURT REPORTERS CHAVELA BATES
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1 party in the courthouse in Sa.n Antonio to testify

2 for trial and had never supplemented his

3 interrogatory answers to show tbat, in fact, that

4 party had been in Dallas and they knew it for the

5 past six months. That's what they're talking

6 about supplementing discovery responses. ¡ mean,

7 that.s one case. And the judge held that that

8 individual could not testify. Tbat was a piain

9 fact witness that was not an expert.

10 In other words, everything you can find out
11 tbatls different from your discovery responses

12 prior to trial you must disclose by

13 supplementation. You've got to do it for
14 depositions. You've got to do it for admissions.
15 You've got to do it for documents. You.ve got to
16 do it for interrogatories. Before '84, you aBly
17 had to supplement interrogatories. Since l 84, you
is had to supplement all discovery.

19 MR. BRANSON; But in that ~- in that
20 Lefty's right. You're not asked to give

21 dissertations in requests for admissions. You're
22 asked either to answer Pyes" or "no."
23 CHAIRMAN SOULES: That's not right.
24 MR. BRANSON~ Well, certainly, there
25 can be circumstances in which you will need an

512-474-5427 SUPREME COURT REPORTERS CHAVELA BATES
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1 explanation. But ordinarily, a request for

2 admission is an admit or deny position.

3 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, you do what
4 the rule says, and tbe rule says a lot more than

5 that. And the reason that you -- that the rule

6 says a lot more is that everybody used to read

7 tbem so technically that every admission got

8 denied for one reason or another.. And the rule

9 says you can' t deny. bu t you can expla in if you're

10 in these circumstances. That's what made them a

11 lot more useful tool.
12 MR.. RAGLAND: I think, as I underst.and

13 it, they can only explain why they can either

14 admit or deny.
15 MR. BRANSONi Admi t or deny.. And once

16 they've taken a position, gotten off tbe fence and
17 either admitted or denied, any change of that
18 position from an admit to deny or vice versa has
19 to be an amendment.

20 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay, I'm with you

21 nOw. After the discussion we had on whether
22 admission and supplementation was the same, I

23 agree that it's not the same. And when we talk

24 about withdrawal or amendment of the admission,

25 we. re talking about something that l s not under the

512-474-5427 SUPREME COURT REPORTERS CHAVELA BATES
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purview of 16Gb (5) .

MR. BRANSONi Right.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: And we do need to

fix it bere. If we're going to do anything -- I

mean, it has to be addressed bere. It is

addressed here. We're talking now about cbanging

it.
MRRI BRANSON: What's wrong with the

suggestion Tim makes? What would be wrong with

tbe suggestion be makes on 149?

CHAIRMAN SOULES; Well. 1e t. s see ii

MR. TINDALL: Do you want the same

amendment. Frank, on interrogatories? You relied

on an answer to an interrogatory", They can amend

those wi thou tthose heavy burdens ii

MR", BRANSON: Well, in

interrogatories, you're not generally dealing with

a "yes" or øno. position. And, generally, you1re

deal ing with tell me an answer to something. The

answers need to be supplemented periodicaiiy and

on occasion to supplement active Changes of

interrogatories ..
MR ii TINDALL = au t, you can amend and

really he caught short.. I mean, if we S re going to

get tougb on letting people change any of these
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1 answers to all forms of discovery. i' m jus t
2 say ing, tben we ough t to appl y the same burd.en on

3 interrogatories _ They' re not going to let you

4 change your interrog.

5 MR. MCMAINS: That is in tbe rule.
6 MR. MORRISi It reqUires a showing of
7 good cause.

8 MR. TINDALL $ It' s not the same burden

9 we're talking about putting on admissions.

10 MR. MCMAINS = The burden is greater in
11 my j udgmen t .
12 MR. TINDALL: Pardon?
13 MR. MCMAI NS : The bu rden is $I rea ter on

14 interrogatories right now.
15 MR. TINDALL: It is right now, but
16 we' re going to make it even tougher on
17 admissions

18 MR. BRANSON: Well, but shouldn't it
19 really be when you' re asking someone under oath

20 whether the answer to a question is "yesR or Uno,"
21 and they give you a direct answer under oath that
22 it' sane
23 PROFESSOR DORSANEOi Not under oath.
24 MR. BRANSON: -- and they attempt to

25 change it, I think it ought to be a beavy burden.
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1 MR. MCMAINSi The interrogatory rule,
2 right now, in terins of the coinpliance Rule 215 on

3 Abuse of Discovery in Section 5 which deals with a

4 failure to supplement has tbe burden now~ wbich

5 says that you shall not be entitled to present

6 evidence on the issue unless the Court finds that

7 good cause sufficient to reqUire admission

ß exists.
9 Now, that's a hell of a lesser burden than on

10 the admission pract iCe. And the admission
11 practice is much more perniCious because with that

12 admission in place, even 30 days prior to trial.
13 it has discouraged you from conducting any

14 discovery at all on that iSsue. It.s been
15 unnecessary.

16 Now, it is absurd to take the position, in my
17 judgment, that that is not a more gregious
18 result. If somebody wanta to answer an evasive

19 interrogatory or whatever, you know that you're
20 going to have to prove that issue. It has not
21 taken the issue out of the case. Now. you have
22 the issue out of the case until 30 days before
23 trial and you're operating under a pretrial order

24 or just the general param.eters of discovery, all

25 of a sudden you lve got this request to put this
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1 issue back in tbe case and you don i t have any time

2 to do any kind of other discovery.

3 CHAIRMAN SOULES ; Lefty.

4 MR. MORRIS i Let me give you an
5 example in the case that Tim was involved that

6 led up to this letter.
7 He bad a litigation where these people bad

8 admitted that they were in a partnersbip. Well,

9 as a resul t at that, he didn. t get the records,
10 their books, tbeir bank accounts. I mean, because

11 he was dealing with a partnership. And he gets up
12 at trial and they say, this was wrong, we really

13 weren't partners, and we want to change this
14 admissiOn. And a request tor admission, when you

15 have that in place, then tbat obviates the need
16 tor proot. Very otten in interrogatories it's
17 used for proof. You'll read it into evidence.
18 So, to me, the distinction iø tbat tbese are
19 so much more compelling and have such greater

20 øignificance that you sbould have a heavy burden
21 to change. You're, in essenCe, Changing a theory

22 in your case when you change an admission.

23 CHAIRMAN SOULES. Tom, I know you're
24 speaking the same way, so letts try to balance
25 this back. Does anybody feel differently?

512-474..5427 SUPREME COURT REPORTERS CHAVELABATES
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1 MR. RAGLAND i Well, I understand. but

2 I want to voice a distinction ¡ think welre

3 overlooking, and tbat l s the role of the two

4 discovery tools here. One is interrogatories on

5 the one hand and requests for admissions on the

6 other, and as I understand they play an entirely

7 different roles.
8 Interrogatory is basically a discovery

9 mechanism which mayor may not be admissible. It

10 mayor may not be considered by the Court, but
11 only if it is properly introduced..
12 Now, a request for admission, as I view it,
13 is the role of that is to fix the issues in the
14 case.. And those admissions are relied on Dot only
15 by tbe party who rece ived them, bu t the Court.. As
16 i understand the cases, a Court can take jUdicial

17 notice of tba t and make rul ings based on those
18 admissions tha t are on file..
19 And, therefore, I think that anyone who wants
20 to change tbose ougbt to be able to COnv ince not

21 only tbe party who received the admission, but the
22 Court who is not play ing pass wi th the rules.. And
23 it ought to be a more strenuous burden on other

24 discovery ma t ters..
25 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, we've had --
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1 it comes back and we .ve di.cus..d this matter. I

2 think -- Bill. maybe you recall with me that we've

3 discussed something about this burden of eSCape on

4 reques ts to admi t before. And part of the ea.. of

5 it was to try to get parties to respond to

6 admissions witb admissions.

7 so, without the fear that they were

a abSOlutely entrapped when they did so if they

9 found out later that tbey had made a mistake. And

10 I don't care what the test is, but we ought to
11 keep in mind that a broader use of admissions does
12 help the trial practice if we can encourage that
13 they be used instead of suppressed for fear of
14 real terrible consequences, inescapable

15 consequences ..tie probably need to give th.a t some

16 consideration.
17 MR.. BRANSON; You've got that escape

18 clause which it says, basicaiiy, as I interpret
19 the merits would be subserved is that an unjust
20 resul t would be reached..
21 CHAIRMAN SOULESI If that.s good
22 enough.. I just want to be sure that we bave the
23 other side of it in mind when we draw whatevex tbe

24 test is and we' re going to use wherever w. place

25 the burden..
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1 MR. BRANSON: Is there some definition

2 of art for subserviating the merits of the case

3 other than unjust results? And that's wbat I've

4 always assumed it meant.

5 PROFBSSOR EDGAR i How would you
6 propose, Lefty, to what -- by what standard would

7 you require the party attempting to withdraw to

8 mee t?

9 MR. MORRIS: Well, you know, I haven't
10 tbought this out Dearly as much as Tim, and I im
11 just reading his letter. Of course, I discussed
12 it with him briefly. But I think what he proposed

13 is excellent, and that is, that the person who
14 wants to make the change in the admission, should
15 be able to show -- should show tbat, you know, go
16 ahead and keep it, the merits will be subserved,
17 but also show that the other side will not be
18 prejudiced and that good cause exists for tbe
19 amendment or withdrawal.

20 I t seems to me like it' s not too heavy a
21 burden to show tba t I have good cause to change
22 this. This has happened since we made this

2~ admissiOn. We IV. discovered this additional
24 information that we didnl t know then Dr something,
25 you know. In other words, set up some burden.
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1 PROFESSOR EDGAR: To me, I agree with

2 wha t you said tha t the purpose of an admission is

:3 to eliminate issues for trial. And parties have a

4. . right to rely upon that and that distinguishes it

5 clearly from the otber tyPeS of discovery

6 dev ices. And for tha t reason, perhaps we should

7 impose a more onerOus burden on the party seeking

8 to withdraw.

9 Would it be, perhaps, in taking up what

10 Timothy said bere, to say tbat the opposing
11 parties will not be prejudiced at trial by such
12 because that's really what we're focusing on;
13 whether or not the presentation of his case will
14 be prejudiced. Obviously. he can say he's
15 prejudiced in some genuine, although, intangible
l' way. But what we're really trying to do is to

17 find out if the trial of his case on his part is
18 going to be prejudiced, which would certainly
19 cover your partner's situation.
20 CHAIRMAN SOULES i We 11, I don i t think

21 tbat will do. That limits it to a situation.
22 Suppose a lawyer has really made a mistake that
23 neither he nor his client finds until tbe eve of
24 trial and they're in there to get it changed and

25 it may produce a continuance. But, I mean, it's a
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1 serious matter. And these things are v~ry

2 serious. Justice Wallace.

3 JUSTICE WALLACE: I f I hea r wha t

4 you. re saying, sbouldn i t these admissions be

5 treated like pleadings?

6 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Tha t. s really

7 wha t they are.

8 MR. MCMAINS: Well, no. Tbe prOblem
9 right now, Judge, is that that really is what they

10 are treated as under the rul~, wbich is too
11 liberal. I mean, our attitude toward pleadings

12 has been liberal, but the probl~m is tbat these
13 take issues out of the case. Your entire
14 discovery and preparation strategy is affected by
15 what has been admitted so that you don' t have to
16 worry about tbe proof on that issue. And, you
17 know, frankly, I think that as a matter of law,
18 you are prejudiced upon the withdrawal if they
19 have been in place for any s igni f ican t per iod of
20 time, virtually.
21 I think that perhaps there should be SOme

22 escape valve in the sense tha t since there is
23 always some prejudic~, tbat perhaps it should say
24 flunduly prejudiced- or something .... soine modifier
25 of prejudice. But the rule, itself, provides and
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1 encourages admissions because if you -- if you

2 denied it just for the sake of denying it, and
3 it's actually well established and you8re able to

4 establish it, virtually, beyond a sbadow of a

5 doubt and they put you to the discovery to require

6 it, the judge has a perfect right to tax all the

7 costs of that discovery against him for their

8 improper denial.

9 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Now, there are some

10 other peculiarities about this rule. If you give
11 an incomplete answer, or whatever the rule is,
12 then the Court can deem them admi t ted. If you
13 deny them, the Court can l t deem them admi t ted. He
14 can just charge you witb cost.
15 MR. MCMAINS; That's right.
16 CHAIRMAN SOULES: I mean, it l S an

17 unusual thing that really you get in deeper
18 trouble if you try to admit and make a mistake

19 than if you just blatantly deny something you know

20 is true. aut what -- it seems if weBre going to

21 change the burden, why don't we do it Sulak's
22 way? Make it this burden that he has in here, the
ii last two 1 iDes of his letter and see how that

24 works. Because we're going to get another look at
25 this -- all of this discovery in two years as a
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1 result of the discovery subcommitteees work. Tom

2 Ragiand..

3 MR. RAGLAND: I have Same language
4 here that I just scribbled out that you-all can
5 pick and choose on that might address these

6 questions here. ~Rule 169, paragraph 2, subject

7 to tbe provision of Rule 166 governing amendment

a pretrial orders, the Court may permit withdrawal

9 or amendment upon a showing of good cause for such

10 withdrawal Dr amendment, and that the parties
11 relying upon the admissions will not be unduly
12 prej udiced thereby and tha t the tr ial of the cause
13 will not be delayed.~
14 CHAIRMAN SOULES: No. I don't believe

15 that will -- that last part is -- I would never
16 admit an admission again, period. I would give my
17p.aralegals instructions when they come in, deny

18 them all, and bring them to me for Signature
19 MR. RAGLAND; Wby?
20 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Because if I can't

21 .- if I don't have an escape from an admission,

22 even when it may delay the trial, at least I want
~3 the Court to have discretion to let me out, even
24 when it delays triai. It's just too risky.
25 MR. RAGLAND: That's wbat I was saying
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1 "may permit withdrawal. n That'. the language that

2 is in the rule.
3 CHAIRMAN SOULES: No, you .~ but I
4 have to sbow tha tit won' t delay the tr ial ~
5 MN. il BRANSON i Why not gothroug the

6 homework before you answer the questions? I mean,

7 why not just go ahead and find out whether you

8 admi tit or deny it and tben you don' t have to

9 worry about it?

10 CHAIRMAN BOULBII Because things
11 change. And if you're really trying to go along
12 with what this rule is trying to get you to do, if
13 you bel ieve that you can admit something, you

14 a dm it it.
15 MR. BRANSON: Well, but frequently --

16 I mean, tbere may be an occasional piece of

17 information the defendant l s discovered -- where we
18 frequently encounter in practiee is where you're
19 taking a corporate representative. You bave
20 before you some requests for admissions and you go

21 down them and the corpora te represen ta t ive takes
22 an entirely different position than his lawyers

23 took, and says nobody ever asked me those

24 questions. Now, that happens on a pretty regular

25 basis around our place.. And its's not right, and
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1 it · st ime somebodypu t some teeth in the damn..

2 rule..
J CHAIRMAN SOULES. Well, I can Bay
4 tb i s i When you ge t involved in 1 i tiga t ion 1 ike

5 the nuclear power plant litigation in Bay City,

6 you tbink tbat you know sometbing and everybody

7 around you thinks that you know something., but

8 there are literally hundreds of people involved,

9 who have been involved. And a s the ma t ter goes on

10 and the issue changes from what seemed to be a

11 small issue to a huge issue and then begins to get
12 everyon.e l sat tention, you real ize tha t there was a
13 lot there that you didn1t know. And you've now

14 made an admission. And you need it -- to Change

15 it.
16 You know these bave to work not only in car
17 accidents, malpractice cases, but in the biggest
18 cases that are tried in Texas, and the most
19 compl ic.ted. And to me, whenever you say that you
20 get all of what Tom had down there to delay,

21 Delay is a part of undUe prejudice, but it's just
22 a part of it. It's not Bomething else. as well.

23 So, I don i t think it ought to be another
24 standard.
25 MR. RAGLAND. Well, wbat 11m trying to
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address is this: This may not be the language,

understand. I'm just scribbling out early here in
tbe morning. But if a party is permitted to

withdraw the admission, then that casts the burden

on eVen tbough he has tbe burden to prove that,
he is entitled to withdraw it. Then that casts

the burden on the person relying on the admission

to ei ther take it as it is or request a

continuance. He has the burden of showing. He

uses up his first continuance and he's got -- you

know, there's a difficult problem.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, look at this

language that's right bere on the last two lines

of Sulak l s letter. We've all got the language in
front of us. Can we work with that, or from

that? Let's take a look at it.
MR. TINDALL: That will lock you in,

though. Because you can always demonstra te

prejudice. Well, that's going to require cost.
Tbat's going to require time and delay. So. you

can always

MR. MCMAINS: Besides that, you might

lose.
MR. TINDALL: You might lose, yeah.

So, that will never allow an amendment.
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1 MR. MCMAINS i Tha t l s why I say I th ink

2 some modifier like ~undue prejudice" or --

3 MR. TINDALL: Well. that's what hets
4 saying I\
5 CHAIRMAN SOULES: How about, ~the
6 merits of the action will be subserved and good

7 cause for the withdrawal or amendment exists"?

8 MR. TINDALL: hPresentation of the
9 merits" is what would be effective. It's really
10 the test, isnlt it? Itls what Hadley was

11 suggesting.
12 PROFESSOR EDGARI What i was
13 suggesting, it's tbe trial of the case is going to
14 be unduly prej udiced, not the resul t of some other
15 factor.
16 MR. TINDALL: Take Frank' s example of

17 a partnership I\ You rel ied for a year there was a
18 partnership and tben suddenly they deny
19 partnership. Well, you.ve got to go I mean¡
20 you see at that point, theylre going to go to the
21 judge and say, Judge, the truth is we1re not
22 partners and that -- you know, everyone would say,
23 okay, they weren i t partners, but that was their
24 admission.

25 aut what's the real prejudice to the opposing
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1 party? Well, they haven't really developed that

2 part of the Case in reliance on tbe admission.

3 But tbe danger is at the presentation of trial"
4 So that ought to be the test4

5 PROFESSOR OORSANEO ; Mr. Cha irman?

6 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Let'. here what Tom

7 wrote aga in è

8 MR.. RAGLAND: "May permit withdrawal

9 Dr amendment upon a sbowing of good cause and for

10 good cause for SUCh withdrawal or amendmen t and

11 that the parties relying upon tbe admission will
12 not be unduly prej udiced thereby and tha t the
13 trial of the cause will not be deiayed.~

14 CHAIRMAN SOULES i If you take au t "and

15 the trial of the cause will not be del.yed~ and

16 let that be a part of undue prejudice, I don l t

17 have any problem with tha t ianguage tha t you $ ve
18 written..
19 MR. BRANSON: Why do you wan t tha t

20 au t? I mean, do you
21 CHAIRMAN SOULES i I've said why. I
22 can't say it any better.
13 MR.S PIVEY i But. Luke, you ere not

24 anticipating the fact that a guy occasionally does
25 admit things intentionally and then wants to set
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1 it aside. And that's happened in my experience.

2 MR. RAGLANDi Let me give you an
3 example that occurs frequently in worker'.

4 compensation cases. Itls not preCisely the same,

5 but the effect is tbe same ~ Under Rule 93 (n),

6 therels certain things that are established as a

7 matter of law or deemed admitted, whatever you

a want to call it, if they ire not denied under oatb

9 by tbe defendant. And routinely the defendants

10 wbo's answering a camp case, they.ll file a
11 general denial and then seven days before trial,
12 tha t t s the amendmen t 1 imi t, they come in and they
13 deny wage rates.

14 Now, the first two or three times that
15 bappened, you know, well, it through me into a
16 tailspin so, consequently, you know, I do all my

17 discovery now on wage ra te regardless of wha t kind
18 of answer they file. But, for some who may not

19 have been burned by that procedure, it.s an undue
20 pxejudice on them. Tbey.ve got to request a
21 continuance because they tve got to gO back and
22 prove up wage rate or they Ive got to scurry around
23 and find some way to make the proof at the trial
24 when they were relying on the rule which says it's
25 admitted for all practical purposes.
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1 And wbat i would 1 ike to see us do is to

2 draft this rule that will give the admitter, who
3 in good faitb has a reason to withdraw it, an

4. oppor tun i ty to do so, bu tat tacb some jeopardy to

5 those who want to play iames with the time

(5 limits. I don't know exactly how to do it, but

1 that l s what i would 1 ike to see Us do.

8 CHAIRMAN SOULES= Well, I feel you got

9 it done before you got to the delay clause, and I

10 guess IJm in agreement with where youlre headed,

11 but I think you got it done before you got to your

12 last clause.
13 MR. BRANSON: I don't.
14 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Because that is a
15 part of undue to me.
16 MR. BRANSON: That l s very
17 significant. I mean, why cant t you find that out

18 before it's going to delay the trial? Wby wait --
19 all tbis is doing is taking care of tbe people who

20 come in just like Tom said, with less 30 days and
21 change their requests for admissions.
22 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, let's just get

2"3 a consensus on it. I mean, we're beating a dead

24 horse. How many feel that we ought to expressly

25 say tbat a judge has no discretion to grant
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1 amendment or withdrawal on an admission if it will

2 delay the trial? How many feel that? One. How

3 many feel that a judge should have the discretion

4 to gr.ant an amendment Dr withdrawal even if it

S would delay the tr ial? Show by hands. Okay. SOl
6 delay is going to not be a part of the test.
7 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Could we go back
8 to the 30-day thing? I'm baving difficulty.

9 CHAIRMAN SOULES: I'm sorry, Bill,
10 we'll try. Now, let's write the test.
11 Wbat8s wrong with what Tom has written except

12 if he omits the last clause? Read it again, Tom.

13 MR. RAGLAND. PMay permit withdrawal
14 Dr amendment upon a showing of good cause for such

15 'witbdrawal or amendment and that the parties
16 relying upon admissions will not be unduly
17 prejudiced thereby.- And then the last hanger
18 I.ve got tbere, hand the trial of the cause will
19 not be delayed.h
20 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay. That last
21 part has been voted down.

22 MR. SPIVEY: No, that last part has
2) not been voted down.

24 CHAIRMAN SOULES i I t has been.
2S MR. SPIVEY: NO, that was not your
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1 tODe of order. Mr. Chairman. With all due

2 respect. that was Dot the vote that was had.

3 CHAI RMAN SOULES: Well ø if tba t l S in

4 there; that says a trial Judge does not have the

5 discretioD to grant an amendment or withdrawal if

6 it's going to delay the trial. That's what it

7 says..
a MR.. SPIVEY i I l ve got a sugges t ion

9 tha tins tead of tak iag --
10 cNAI RMAN SOULES i And tha t l s wha t we

11 voted on.
12 MR. SPIVEY: That was not my
13 understanding of the precise way we --
14 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Is there a motion to

15 reconsider?

16 MR. BRANSON: Minority is going to
17 double its position if we vote.
18 MR. SPIVEY: I guaran tee you l re fixing
19 to lose on this.
20 CHAI RMAN SOULES i Okay. We l ve go t to

21 move on. We may not get tbis fixed because we've

22 got other things to do, so when we take a vote
23 we J Ye got to be 1 is tening and we Ive got to go --
24 or maybe I misstated it.
25 All those -- now we l re talking now about the
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1 issue of withdraw or amendment of admissions.

2 MR. RAGLAND: May I just put it in the

3 form of a motion, Luke and --

4 CHAIRMAN SOULESa When delay will be
5 the result, should the trial court have discretion
6 to do tbat, to grant that or not?
7 MR. SPIVEY 4 Tha t' s the nexus of your

8 statement, discretion. But then you're assuming

9 that discretion does not include delay.

10 CHAIRMAN SOULES a No, the way that
11 rule is written, Broadus, the trial judge does not
12 have discretion to grant an amendment Dr

1 J withdrawal if it i s go ing to delay the tr ial .
14 MR. SPIVEY: I'm just saying there are
15 other discretions other than delay of trial.
16 CHAIRMAN SOULES; No. Well, we're
17 going to back up and ge t to all the res t of it in
18 a minute. We're just talking about that part.
19 Should the judge be precluded from granting
20 withdrawal or amendments to admissions if it's
21 going to delay the trial? That's what we we're
22 going to take a consensus vote on right now.
23 Does everybody understand what we i re going to

24 do? Okay. How many feel that tbe judge should
25 have discretion to grant amendments or withdrawals
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1 when delay of tbe tr ial may resul t? Five" How

2 many feei tha t the judge should not bave

3 discretion to grant withdrawal or amendment if

4 delay of the trial may resul t? The vote is five
5 to two that tbe judge will bave discretion to do

6 that.. Aceordinglyn the last clause will not be in

7 the rule..
a MR. RAGLAND: May I pu t tha t in the

9 form of a motion?

10 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yes.
11 MR.. RAGLAND: I move tha t we amend

12 paragraph 2, Rule 169, second sentence as
13 follOWS: "Subject to provisions of Rule 166, fi and

14 if we put 166 (b) in there yesterday. include tbat,

15 "Governing amendment of a pretrial order, the
l' Court may permit withdrawal Dr amendment upon a

17 showing of good cause for such" --
18 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Go kind of slow,
19 Tom.. Upon wha t?

20 MR.. RAGLAND: "Upon a sbowing of good

21 cause for such withdrawal or amendment and that

22 the parties relying," that's plural, "the parties
~i relying upon Lhe~ --

24 PROFESSOR EDGARI Just a minute..
25 MR.. RAGLAND: "parties relying upon
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1 the admissions will not be unduly prejudiced

2 the reby ",.li
3 MR. SPIVEYi I can vote for that.
4. CHAIRMAN SOOLES: Can we jus t stop

5 after llprejudiced-?
6 MR", RAGLAND. Tha t '. my mot ion.

7 MR", MCMAINS. You mean wi thou t a

8 "thereby.?

9 CHAIRMAN SOULES. Yeah, wi thou t the

10 "thereby, h just stop. Okay.. Tbat motion has been

11 made.. Will you accept the amendment to drop

12 n thereby" a t the end?
13 MR. RAGLAND. Yeah.
14 CHAIRMAN SOULES. Okay. Tbat motion
15 has been made. And second? Is there a second?

16 MR. MCMAINS: Second.
17 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Any further
18 discussion? Any new discussion? All in favor
19 Bill, new discussion?

20 PROFESSOR DORSANEO. The only comment

21 I would have is it seems that the difficulty
22 involves the harshness of the procedural penal ty '"
23 If someone in a significant matrimonial property

24 case admits that a particular piece of property is
25 separate or community, and that property is worth
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1 a million dollars or so, they might cbange their

2 Cbaracterization of it later. That might cause

3 expeQse and other difficulties, but the penalty

4 shouldn't be a million-dollar penalty. The

5 penal ty should be commensura te with the deiay

6 tha t' s caused or the expense or wha tever.

7 MR. RAGLAND: Well, doesn't that come
8 under the sanctions rule? Wouldn't that come

9 under the sanctions rule?

10 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: ¡ 'm not sure tbat

11 it does at all. ¡ think that tbe difficulty in
12 trying to be fair to both sides in this is that
13 either a tis or tisn' t proposition. It would be
14 either let somebody withdraw it and that causes

15 problem. Dr we make them stick with that

16 admission, which they presumably made in good

17 faith. Why else make an admission?

18 MR. BRANSON: You've got crawfishing

19 room with the ability to explain your answer.
20 CHAIRMAN SOULES 3 This is not new.

21 Anything new? Okay. A1 1 in favor of the
22 amendment proposed by Tom Ragland, show by hands.

23 Opposed? Tha t' s unanimous.

24 Does this escape valve apply to matters
25 deemed admitted as well as to admissions made in
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1 writing?

2 PROFESSOR DORSANEOI There i.no
3 difference in the rule between -- the rule makes

4. it plain that a matter -- it was drafted

5 purposefully to make it plain that there is DO

6 distinction between a sO-called ~deemedø admission

7 and ~admissionH admission. The matter is admitted

8 without necessity of a court order unless within

9 30 days after service of the request. tbe party

LO fo.r whom the request is directed, serves upon the
II requesting party a written anSwer. And this

l2 concept of deemed admissionsø as distinguiShed

LJ from a real admission, is a concept that's never
l4 been a sensible concept.

L5 In my practice, if I get admission if I
l6 get a request for admissions and I have to admit

L 7 all of them, my tbought is that I do not need to

L9 write out a piece of paper saying that I admit all
L9 those. I just let the time run, and then ieve

~O admitted them. I eve done wbat the rule required,

21 nothing, if I admi t them G

22 MR. TINDALL: And then you should be

~3 allowed to
24 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: I should be
25 allowed to withdraW that admission if I can
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1 satisfy the requirements of paragraph 2. It's

2 prac tice across tbe country

3 MR_ BRANSONI Why put the original
4. time limit in tbere anyway if you're going to let

5 somebody ignore it and have it deemed admitted and

6 then COme in and supplement it? That doesn. t make

7 sense to me.

8 CHAIRMAN SOULES: You don' t suppl emen t

9 it, 'rank. You come in and ask to amend Dr

10 withdraw on the same basis as if you had made that
11 admission.

12 PROFESSOR DORSANEO ~ Because tha t · s

13 what I.ve done. I.ve made it by not denying it.
14 MR. BRANSON: But, basically, the
15 admission is punitive in Dature. It is given
16 because you didn't do what, under the rules, you
17 are required to do. And that is, either admit Dr
18 deny. So. you have failed your obligation as an
19 attorney in the first place. The Court takes
20 punitive action, deems tbem admitted. Now, you

21 wan t the r igh t to come in and suppl emen tat a
22 later date. I think thatís crap.
23 CHAiRMAN SOULESI Well, let me be Bure

24 I understand what you're saying is crap. If a

25 lawyer drops a ball, there is no discretion in the
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1 triai court to bAil bim out because there is DO

2 rule that permits withdrawal or amendment of

3 deemed admi s s ions. Tha t 's wha t you l re say ing is

4 the law..
5 MR.. BRANSON: Isn't his time to argue

6 that, thougb, at the time the motion is made to

7 deem them admi t ted?

8 CHAIRMAN SOULES i There is DO motion,

9 Frank.. When the 30 days goes ì bam, it's done..

10 It's over.
11 MR.. MCMAINS: It's self~exeeuted..

12 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Now, shouldn't that

13 lawyer be able to come in and show on the 3Wt///
14 day, wben be wakes up, that his deemed ad'issioRS

15 -- and this is, you know, way early in the trial.
16 MR.. BRANSON: No, I agree with that,

17 Luke.. I withdraw.. That was crap with a small
18 "C..ll
19 I bel ieve if we're going to move the time
20 limit back to the time of the deeming prOcess and

21 not the time of trial --
22 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Well-.

23 MR.. BRANSON: If you're going to do

2 4 t ha t - -
25 CHAI RMAN SOULES: Well, it G s the same
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1 test whether they're deemed admitted or made in

2 writing.. "It's the same test. That.s the way the

3 ruie was written. But some judges have not

4 followed it that way. Some judges have held that

5 the trial court bas no discretion to permit escape

6 from deemed admissions.

7 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: I don' t even
8 tbink this rule uses the word ndeemed.fi

9 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Well, it says
10 "deemed admi t ted. ft
11 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Well, that's what
12 writs of mandamus are for.
13 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well. can we clarify

14 this and that. s what I'.
15 MR. SPIVEY: Judge Wallace really
16 likes to hear you say that, Hadley.
17 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Can we clar ify

18 this? Can we do this: Can we say llpermit

19 witbdrawal or amendment of admissions or matters

20 deemed admitted~? Now, that's what theylre called
21 up in the rule, -matters deemed admitted.-
22 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Where? I don' t

23 see tha t in this rul e è
24 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Wha t paragraph are

25 you on?
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CHAIRMAN SOULES: Each matter right
up ~. we're going right straight up from two to

the top of the immediately preceding paragraph.

PROfESSOR IDGAR: But, what page are

you on"1

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Oh, on page 166.

PROFESSOR EDGAR: What? Now, what

paragraph?

CHAI RMAN SOULES: Okay. The parag raph

that precedes two, where we l re working.

PROFESSOR EDGAR l r ire t full

pa rag raph..

CHAIRMAN SOULES; Firs t full

paragraph.. The matter -~ itls the second

sentence, ~The matter is admitted without

necessity," and so forth.. So, we l re talking about

admitted matters and raade admissions.. Can we e.ay

that the Court may permit in order to make that

clear, what has been thought to be the law, except

in some circles.. The Court may permit withdrawal

or amendment of admissions and matters deemed

admi t ted ..

PROFESSOR EDGAR: I don' t know where

you l re try ing to insert tha t..
CHAIRMAN SOULES: Right above Tom iS
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1 language. Okay.

2 Now, come down to two with me. "Subject to

3 the provisiOns of RUle 166 governing amendment of

4 the pretrial order and 166(0) (5) governing duty to

5 supplement discovery responses," then pick up,

6 .-the Court may pe~mit withdrawal o~ amendment of

7 admissions and matters deemed admitted upon a

8 showing of good cause for such withdrawal or

9 amendment and that tbe pazties relying upon the

10 admission will not be unduly prejudiced."
11 MR. BRANSON; Mr. Chairman, would you

12 accept --
13 MR. MORRl S : I 1 ik e th. t .
14 MR. BRANSON: -- an amendment to that,

15 which would require on the "deemed admitted" tbat,
16 if they're going to be done, it be done within 45

17 days of the answer date or due date for
18 admissions?

19 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Well, ¡ wouldn1t
20 because I happened to bave gotten. file late that
21 had some deemed admissions and found them in the

22 transcript. And, you know, I think as long as you

23 can show tbat tbe parties -- that good cause
24 exists for the withdrawal and the party upon

25 relying upon the admissions will not be unduly
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1 prejudiced, that you sbouldn't be stuck with any

2 heavier burden Dr time than if you got a file that

3 had the admissions admitted ~

4 MR. TINDALL: Luke# your proposal may
5 be resurrecting tbe old practice of moving the

6 deemed requests admitted.

7 CHAIRMAN SOULES: No, it's not. This
8 is permitting withdrawal.

9 MR ~ TINDALL; I know, bu t you $ re

10 resurrecting what Bill points out is not in here,
11 deemed admissions.

12 CHAIRMAN SOULES i They are in here.

13 The matter is admitted without necessity of --
14 MR. Ti.nALLi That's right. so, we
15 don't have the old motion of going down and moving

16 that they be admitted.. That's been slayed.. Now,

17 you come.long and put that language back in down

18 here under admission -- under withdrawal, it's
19 certainly implying that somebow they've been

20 deemed.

21 PROFESSOR DORSANEOI But, there -s a

22 difference between admissions --
23 MR. TI NDALL i Some tbing tha t wa s

24 unanswered and something that was deemed", Now,

25 they should be the same. And there is no
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1 d$eming"

2 PROFESSOR PORSANEO ~ In 169, the word

3 "deemedØ --

4. MR. TINDALL. These have been left
5 unanswered and not --

6 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Wha t you. re trying

7 to do, Luke, is cure a problem that. s cr.a~ed by a

8 judge that doesnlt understand the rule. And I

9 don' t think that we ought to try and solve thos$

10 kinds of problems here" I think the Judge ought
11 to be told what the rule means and then that will
12 take care of it. Thatfs why I say I think a writ
13 of mandamus is the way to solve tbat problem, and

14 ram serious about it. aecause I think youtre
15 going to create a problem when you insert
16 some thing tha t we l ve tr ied to el imina te..
17 MR. RAGLAND: Luke. ¡ have a question

18 while we t re continuing witb this thing, if it t S in
19 order..
20 CHAI RMAN SOULES: Okay. Can we say
21 "permit withdrawal or amendment of matters
22 admitted upon a showing-? Then that picks up with
23 the language that is there. and it would cover all
24 matters admitted..
25 MR. BRANSON: What if the matters were
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1 denied, and you now were wanting to admit tbem?

2 MR. MCMAINS: You ain't got a problem

3 with that.
4 MR. RAGLAND i Oht you might.
5 MR. MCMAINS = No, you don' t.
6 MR. RAGLAND i If I deny that the
7 entity is a partnership in good faith, I deny

B that, and I later learn that it is a partnership,
9 and I want to avoid the hazard of having sanctions

10 imposed against me for the other side proving that
11 it is a partnership, I may wan t to come back in

12 and amend that and say I was mistaken~ tbis was

13 actually a partnersbip.
14 MR. McMAINSi Yes, but I'm saying you

15 can always do that in open court.
16 MR. TINDALL: Luke, I think that itls
17 written rigbt.
18 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Well, it l S not

19 written right. And mine is not tbe only

20 jurisdiction where -- someone else has got the
21 same problem. It says that --
22 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i There l s a judge

23 in Dallas who does that -- makes that same

24 interpretation, but then he doesn't get much
25 right. I mean, be's got a lot of problems. We
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1 need to change. lot of rules for him.

2 PROFESSOR EDGAR = I don't think .e

3 ought to change the rules because the judges don't

4 unde rs tend the law.

5 PROrBSSOR DORSA.EO i Now. the deemed

6 admission concept is in Rule 215 still, Luke.

7 MR. MCMAINS = Yes, it is.
a CHAIRMAN SOULES i Where does it say

9 t ha t?
10 PROPESSOR DORSANEOI In 215. paragraph
11 4 (a). The concept of a deemed admi ss ion is

12 retained. Now, to me, we would be better off

13 eliminating the entire concept of a deemed
14 admission as being a distinct thing from an
15 admission that's made affirmatively in written
16 form. Because there isn't any distinction
17 shouldn't be any distinction between those two.
18 Certainly there sbouldn' t be a distinction that
19 treats an admission that's not made affirmatively
20 as more binding on one that is made
21 affirmatively. If anything, it should cut in the
22 other direction.
23 MR. MCMAINS i Well, that rule, though,

24 does make the distinction that an evasive answer
25 may be treated by the judge --
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1 PROFESSOR DORSANEO ~ Yes_
2 MR.. MCMAINSc .... as an admission. So,

3 just like the failure to answer, in which we ..-

4 even witbout tbe necessity of a motion, you can

5 clarify that with a judge. But if you go to trial
6 with evasive answers on file, you run the risk

7 that the judge will uniiateraiiy hold. That is
8 deemed because you filed an evasive answer.

9 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: To fix this
10 problem entirely, wbat I would recommend, and you,

11 perhaps, don' t want to do it here today, maybe we
12 can't, is that I would modify paragraph 4 of Rule

13 215 by changing it to ..- its title from "deemed
14 admissionw to "evasive or incomplete answer,. and
15 make it plain that that's what it's about.
16 And I might, for safety sake, add a sentence
17 at the bottom of paragrapb 2 of 169 that says to

18 these few trial judges who have the problem, well,

19 they shouid make a distinction for the purpose of
20 witbdrawal or amendment between admissions that

21 are affirmatively made in a written response and
22 admissions tbat result from the operation of the
23 rule..
24 The problem with that sentence that I just
25 suggested is that I think it says too much. There
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1 probably should be a differenee between admissions

2 that are made affirmatively and Ones that happen

3 just as a consequence of tbe passing of time. It

4 should run in favor of letting someone witbdraw

5 when tbey have inadvertently admi t ted when

6 something fell behind the credenza '"

7 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Well, can't we fix

8 it by sayingg sinCe we're talking about admissions

9 we've got deemed admissions as over there in

10 215. Can we say that uThe Court may permi t

11 withdrawal or amendment of responses and deemed

12 admi salons upon showing, ~ and then use Tom l s

13 language? Because you' re either going to have
14 responses or deemed admissions. The responses can

15 be the wbole list of responses that you l re
16 entitled to make under 169. And if you don' t

17 respond, you have deemed .admissions under Rule

18 215. Is that all right?
19 PROFES SOR OORSANEO i I give up.
20 MR. RAGLAND i "Responses are- or

21 ~r.spoD.es and-?

22 CHAIRMAN SOULES: ~Responses and
23 deemed admissions may permit withdrawal or

24 amendment of responses and deemed admissions", b

25 MR. MCMAINSi What's wrong with
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1 Hadley5s concept that tbat's something to be done

2 by mandamus'

3 CHAIRMAN SOULBS: Well, because it.s
4 expensive~ W..ve got some judges already gone

5 astray on it, and if they.re having ouble -- if
6 some judges are baving trouble understanding the

7 rule to mean what it's always been tbougbt to

8 mean, we've tried to -- consistently tried on this
9 committe. to straigbten that out. And this

10 doesnlt change anything. ¡tIs -- all it does is
11 announce the practice.
12 MR. BRANSON: If we spent all our time

13 trying to straighten out the misunderstandings of
14 trial --
15 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Frank, just vote
16 against it, will you'
17 MR. BRANSON: ¡ submit tbe committee

18 wouldn't get anything done. I move the question
19 on the outside --
20 CRA! RHAN SOULES # Wi 11 you accep t tha t

21 amendment, Tom'

22 MR~ RAGLAND: Yes.
23 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Okay $ That
24 amendmen t has been accepted by the proposer. Is

25 there a second to the proposition'
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1 MR. RAGLAND: May I read it in to tbe

2 record in its entirety?
3 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yes, sir.
4 MR. RAGLAND: Rule 169, paragraph 2,
5 .Subject to provision of Rule 166 and 166 (0),

6 amendment to pretrial order~

7 FROFES$OR EDGAR: I can't bear you,
8 Tom, I'm sorry.

9 MRjl RAGLAND: "The Court may permit

10 withdrawal Dr amendment of responses and deemed

11 admissions for good cause for such withdrawal or
12 amendment" ø_ excuse me. "May permitn ~- let me

13 start over. .'May permit withdrawal or amendment of

14 responses and deemed admiss ions upon a showing of

15 good cause for such withdrawal or amendment aDd

16 that the parties relying upon the responses and
17 admissions would not be unduly prej udiced, ll
18 period..
19 MR. BRANSON; A point of order, Mr.

20 Cha i rman '" Don ø t we have to va te on the amendmen t

21 before we vote on the motion?

22 CHAIR~iAN SOULES: Not if the movant

%3 agrees to it.. Okai.. Is there a second to that?
24 MR.. MORRIS: I'LL second it.
25 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Those in favor show
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1 by hands~ Five. Opposed? TO one. It passes

2 five to one.
3 MR. BRANSON: Two.
4 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Five to two, excuse

5 me.
6 MR. TI NDALL: Mr. Cha i rman, can we

7 bring up a point that Frank mentioned that I see

a frequently happen? That is, these admini.trat~ons

9 are iater as.erted by the party to be something he

10 d idn · t know any thing abou t . Wha t · s the log ie of

11 not making parties sign answers to admissions,
12 like we do interrogatories?
13 MR. MCMAINS; Because there is a
14 shorter time fuse.
15 MR. TINDALL; 30 days.
16 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Not anymore.
17 MR. TINDALL: Not anymore. And I
18 always thought the dignity of admitting was
19 somewhat diminished if we don l t make them sign

20 those responses.
21 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, there are
22 consequences now that are going to be pretty
23 tough. But let.s do put that into the
24 consideration.
25 HR. TINDALL: I mean, I really -- is
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i there any objection to making parties sign

2 admissions?

3 PROFESSOR DORSANEO; It. s a
4 conceptual

5 MR. TINDALL: I mean, becau.se it
6 really gets at the point of, hey, you signed them

7 six months ago or a year and a half ago, and now

S you want to come in and change.

9 PROFESSOR DOnSANEOi Well, it's a
10 conceptual thing. We don S t have parties sign
11 pleadings.
12 MR. MORRIS; Well, another thing is --
13 MR. TINDALL; Well, I know, but this
14 is in the nature of discovery, now.

15 PROFESSOR DORSANEO; This is in the
16 nature of pleadings, It's exactly what it is.
17 Itis not discovery.
18 MR. TINDALL; Well, we really treat
19 them like
20 MR. MORRIS: The difference is the
21 lawyer needs to sign the admission because very
22 often you're getting admissions regarding legal
t3 points, whereas with interrogatories you're asking

24 fact questions.
25 MR. BRANSONI Let's have both of them
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1 sign, so the witness -- because what happen. in

2 depositions or at trial is the witness turns to
3 his lawyer and says, llI didn't say that",1$ The

4 lawyer says, .Well. I did it for iegal reasons.R
S And you're sitting there with something you
6 shouldn l t be, a very impeachable pOint, and the

7 impeachment part is lost on the jury.

8 MR. MORRIS: That's wrong.
9 ~lR," RAGLANPi -.. admissions that's not

10 in the case.
11 PROFESSOR DORSANEO; Yeah, they' re not

12 allowed to even be talking about it.
13 MR. MORRIS: You can't even bring it

14 UP..
15 MR. RAGLANPI Itls out of the case.
16 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Okay. We are now at

17 184 on page 151. Jeremy Wicker says that there

18 are changes here" And, Newell, I guess we can use

19 your help on this, these next several points.
20 184, 184 (a), tbose two, that Wicker says we need
21 to make those changes in order to conform those

22 rules to the Rules of Evidence.
23 PROFESSOR BLAKELY. Luke, if he i s

24 rigbt about it. why, I see no objection to it",
25 But the chronology in my mind is so mixed up on
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1 al 1 tha t.. I cannot help you.
2 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay. Is there any
3 objec tion to -- will you check for me? Do you

4 mind checking the Rules of Evidence that h. cites

5 on these changes to lB4 and 184 ta) aad let .e know

6 if he' s correc t?

7 PROFESSOR BLAKELY i I can do tha t

8 r igbt away..
9 MR. MCMAINS = What page did you say

10 you were on?

11 CHAIRMAN SOULES; On page 152. And
12 subject to Newell.s check, as our subcommittee

13 chairman on the Rules of Evidence, that these are
14 necessary to conform to the Rules of Evidence. do
15 I hear a motion that these changes be approved?

16 PROFESSOR EDGAR: So moved.
17 MR. TINDALL: Well, I'm not certain
18 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Wa ita minu te.
19 Newell is going to check tbem and make sure that
20 tbey conform.

21 !-1R. TINDALL: Well, why do we keep

22 them in the rules, Newell? It's the same .s we

23 did yesterday on, oh, one --
24 PROFESSOR BLAKELY, It may be that
25 both -- that we .ve already voted to recommend to
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1 the Court tha t these two be dropped.

2 MR. TINDALL: I thougbt we did it at

3 our last meeting.

4 PROFESSOR OORSANEO ¡ I though t we did

5 t ha t .
6 MR. SADBERRY: Mr. Cha i rman, I think

7 that's correct. I looked at it very briefly.
8 MR. TINDALL i We tried to get all the

9 evidentiary rules, unless tbey were, you know,

10 uniquely procedural odd rul.s of procedure.
11 PROFESSOR BLAKELY. That's a little
12 overbroad, but --
13 MR. TINDALLI Well, I'm saying it
14 hastily, but --
15 CHAIRMAN SOULES i We have not deal t

16 with these two rul es according to my reCords.. My
17 records may not be correct, but a. far as
18 repeal ing tbese, we have not.. And we have had
19 some discussion that these particuiar matters may
20 beiong in both places.
21 PROFESSOR DORSANEOJ Well, we've dealt

22 with 182 --
23 CHAIRMAN SOULES i We did. We rep..led

24 this..
25 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i -- and 182 (a) ,
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according to this blue book.

JUSTICE WALLACE: Tbe last meeting of

this committee about a month ago, Judge Pope sat

right over there about where Bill Doraaneo is now

and explained to the Court tbat I was handling the

Rules of Evidence and be was handl in. the Rules of

Procedure, and thi s came up and we were very

careful to exactly track the RUles of Evidence and

tbe Rule 184 and 184 (a) ~ This committee decided
to leave them alone after JUdge Pope spoke. That

was about a month ago.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay, Judge ø Your

memory is quite a lot better than mine.

PROFESSOR EDGAR: At our last meeting

he was sitting right over there.

MR. BRANSON: Weir. in trouble, now,

if the committee has a memory.

MR. TINDALLi aut why would we is

tbere some plausible explanation as to why we have

duplicate rules?

JUSTICE WALLACE: As I unders tand, the

reason was that the lawyers who are accus tamed to

finding tbings have been there all along. They

know to look at it there, and it wouldn't hurt

anything to leave them in since they l re there
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now..

CHAIRMAN SOULES; Okay. Since we

voted already to leave these in, subject to

leave it to Newell to see if we need se
housekeeping matters as Jeremy Wicker suggests.

JUSTICB WALLACE. We need one change

rigbt here 184(a), the first line, ~The Court,

upon its own motion may, or upon the motion of a

party, shall take judicial notice.~

CHAIRMAN SOULES i "May" should be

It shall.. n

JUSTICE WALLACE i Now, the Rules of

Ev idence tha t we passed Tbursday, as has been

approved by this committee, put llshallil for "may.ll
and that was the only change in that rule..

CHAIRMAN SOULES i Well, we III -- these

are matters -- okay.. Any objection to these

changes if Newell says that this is what's needed

to make them track, tbe new Rules of Bvidence?

MR.. BRANSON; The Ilmayii should be a

"shall." Your Honor..

JUSTICE WALLACE; Yes..

CHAIRMAN SOULES. That's what he said,

yes..

PROFESSOR BLAKELY i And we Ire
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1 including the action the Court took, Dr will take

2 Monday ~

3 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Did take.
4 JUSTICE WALLACE: Yes. We tve al ready

5 taken action. The order will be signed Monday.

6 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Okay. There being
1 no objection to those, then, Newell, if youlll let
8 me know how these need to be rewritten so that

9 theze is no diversion -- diversity witb the les
10 of Evidence. We will make them conform. Now,

11 welre going to go to page 161"
12 PROFBSSOR EDGAR. Wait just a minute.
13 You haven't finished 151 yet.
14 CHAIRMAN SOULES i I haven l t fin i.hed

15 151, okay.
16 MR. TINDALL: There'. a bousekeeping

1 7 on --
18 PROFESSOR EDGAR: On the second
19 paragraph, he said Rule 329 should delete
20 reference to Rule 3&4, and inCluding TRAP -- and
21 substitute TRAP 470

22 CHAIRMAN SOULES: I bel iave we took

13 car. of tha t.
24 PROFESSOR EDGAR. Did .e?
25 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Letls see. It's not
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1 in here. It's not in bere. so we Deed to put it

2 in here" if we did ...
3 MR. TINDALL i is that the proper

4 citation for it, Bill, Appellate Rule 46?

5 PROFESSOR DORSANEOI Yeah, I think
6 that --
7 MR. TINDALLI I was trying to see if
8 you had --

9 PROFESSOR DORSANEOI That'. a standard

10 way to do it.
11 MR. TINDALLI Okay.
12 PROFESSOR EDGAR: au t is tha t the

13 right rule?
14 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Tha t is the r igh t

15 rule.
16 CHAIRMAN SOULES; All right. Any
17 opposition to the second paragraph of Mr. Wickerls
18 October 13 letter? That's unanimously approved.

19 Thanks for helping me there, Hadley.
20 MR. BRANSONll Before we move on to any

21 other bUsiness, I had great difficulty sleeping
22 last ni9ht, and at about 3 0 l clock real ized it was

23 because I had missed the justice of the peace
24 rules report yesterday. Do you think it would be
25 possible to pick that up today to help my
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1 insomnia?

2 CHAIRMAN SOULBSi I think I can work
3 that over. Well, it certainly \'lould help your
4 insomnia to go back to them.. You could probably

5 ø_ 30~minute nap ~- we could probably addresS

6 them ..

7 Okay.. What's next? Let's see. There's some

8 writing about needing to change 202. It's on

9 pages 159 and then again on page 161.. And that

10 will finish this part of tbe report. Oh, yeah,
11 there.s something more on 206..

12 Okay.. So, Jack GUlledge, is that the way you
13 say it? It says -- I guess it's just the second

14 part of that that's directed to us. Is my
15 understanding of that right? And he says that 202
16 ought to permit nonstenographic depositions
17 without a court order.. Well, it's that way now..
18 MR.. TINDALL: Are you talking about
19 without tbe necessity to dispense ~- without the
20 necessity of getting a court order to dispense the
21 necessity of a stenographic --
22 CHAIRMAN SOULES 3 Oh
23 MR.¡ TINDALL~ See, (e) is what he
24 wants to take out.. I think he's got a good
25 point..
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1 MR ø RAGLAND: Well, isn' t that covered

2 in RUle 11, the stipulation rule?

3 CHAIRMAN SOULBS i I think so. The
4 parties can agree. They just have to agree.

5 HI ø TI NDALL i Yeab, bu t he l s saying if

6 you don' t want to have a stenograPhic

7 transcription, you tve got to go get an order

8 waiving that. And he is saying ~ø

9 MR. MCMAINS. Yeah, but he can't
10 MR. BRANSON: But you don. t want to

11 get to where someone takes their secretary to a

12 deposition and transcribes it and that's what is
13 occurring.
14 CHAIRMAN SOULES; I tbink delay could

15 occur because somebody notices a deposition and we

16 show up and. they've got a tape recorder on the
17 table, and there l 8 no court reporter scheduled and

18 you can't find one, so then you've just lost
19 that --
2 0 MR. a RAN SON t I don't 1 i k e i t w he r e

21 you go to New York and both aides take their own

22 court reporters, but I think the necessity of one
~3 of them is obvious.
24 MR. TINDALLI Well, what is he --
25 cHAI RMAN SOULES i We've go t a rul e
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1 tbat permits lawyers to agree on anything to .ake

2 a record of it, and we can even make agreements on

3 the record of thè depos i tiona. So, you can turn a

4 tape reCorder on and, under our new rule,

5 agreements can be made. put on deposi tion. Isn't

6 that rigbt, Hadley?

7

8

PROF ESSOR EDGAR: I think so.

MR. TINDALLi Well, the Court has held

9 -- I think it l S a Supreme Court case -- a lawyer' 8

10 secretary can serve as a person who swears the
11 witness and transcribes tbe -- I forgot the style
12 of the case.
13 PROFESSOR DOBSANEO i The dif f icul ty

14 I've always had with 202 (e) is that I don i t know
15 about this requirement of the stenographic
16 transcription. I don't think that there is any
17 such requirement anywhere, except by impl ication,
18 as a resul t of what paragraph 1 (e) of Rule 202
19 says..
20 CHAIRMAN SOULES ~ How many feel that

21 this rule needs further debate? How many feel

22 that this section -- how many feel that Gulledge's

23 recommendation should be adopted?

24

25

MR.. TI NDALL i I do..

MR.. RAGLAND: Let me ask a question..
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1 CHAIRMAN SOULES. Ye., sir.
2 MR. RAGLAND: Should 202 be reviewed
3 in 1 ight of this 166 (c) which was prey iously

4 adopted which says you can agree to anytbing with

5 regard. to -- I mean, I baven' t compared the two of

6 them there, bu t --

7 MR. TINDALL i Tom, you can always

S agree. I think it is real clear. aut he's saying
9 if you bave a video depOSition, it's crazy that

10 you have the reqUirement to have a court reporter
11 there..
12 CHAIRMAN SOULES i It l S not crazy to

13 me, because it's a lot quicker to read that
14 transc ript when you § re try ing to find something
15 than it is to go playa video..
16 MR.. RAGLAND = You can read tbrougb

17 that part of the material and skip over the live
18 history..
19 CHAIRMAN SOULES 3 Well, let's just get

20" a consensus.. How many are convinced that an

21 absolute agreement of the parties court order
22 should be required to dispense with these
13 nonstenographic with these stenographic
24 transcriptions? Show by hands.. That would be in

25 oppos i t ion to this change.
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1 MR. RAGLAND: In other words, leave

2 202 like it is.
3 CHAIRMAN SOULES i How many f..l 202

4 ought to be left alone? Six. How many feel that

5 tbis cbange is in order? Six to one. That's

6 rejected.

7 PROFESSOR BOGAR i The rea son I d idn t t

8 vote ei tber way is because I think perbaps it

9 m igh t need some more study. And the way the

10 question was posed, I wasn't given that option.
11 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Okay" Wel 1 /I we l re

12 going to be studying everytbing"
13

14

PROFESSOR EDGAR: Okay"

MR. SPIVEY: Soules does that to us

15 all the time, doesD' t he, Hadley?

16 PROF ESSOR EDGAR: I d idn l t say tha t,

17 Broadus II
18 MR. TI NDALL i Why daD' t we send it to

19 Texas Tech law school to make a deep study of

20 this?
21 CHAIRMAN SOULES: I real ize I am

22 moving rapidly. I apologize for it. If there is
Z3 anything unfair about what I lm doing
24 PROFESSOR EDGAR: No" I didn i t mean

25 it tbat way. 11m just saying that maybe the point
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1 might be worthy of consideration.

2 CHAIRMAN SOULES = I think tba t should

3 be taken up when we review the discovery rules as

4 a whole, which I think some subcommittee -- Tony' s

5 subcommittee will be doing in the interim, working

6 with Bill and Rusty and Hadley and anybody else if

7 they want to. Tony t good to see you. Tony

8 Sadberry here.

9 HR. BADBBRRYi Good to see you, Mr.
10 Chairman., 11m sorry I haven't been able to get
11 here earlier~ And on that point, if I may, maybe
12 I.ve missed it, l em not certain, but if the Cbair
13 cares, I believe at some point itls appropriate to
14 get a subcommittee appointed.

15 CHAIRMAN SOULES: We l re going to do

16 tha t today.
17 HR. SADBERRY i I apprec ia te it., I'm
18 not sure, because 1 baven1 t been here, whether

19 that's been done before.
20 CHAr RMAN SOULES: We haven l t done it

21 yet, but we will. The next rule we're going to
22 work on is rule -- has to do with Rule 206 on page
~3 163. We have voted several times in the past not
24 to get the rules involved in bow reporters collect
25 their money. AnybOdy want to change tbat? All
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rigbt", Is there a consensus to ~ej.ct the Quoted

language at the bottom of 163? Is there any

opposition to rej$cting that? Tbat is rejected

unanimously",

JUSTICE WALLACE: Court reporters

shouldn. t get stuck by lawyers more than once.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Justice Wallace said

that -- did you get Justice Wallacels comment?

JUSTICE WALLACE = Tbey know wbo hasn l t

paid",

CHAIRMAN SOULES: All right ti I s there

something on the -- Rule 354 (e)?

MR", TINDALLI What page are you on,

Luke?

CHAIRMAN SOULES: I lm on page 164,

same thing '"

PROFESSOR EDGAR: We don l t have a Rule

354 in the rulesl do we?

MRti TINDALL: No.

PROFBS SOR EDGAR i I don l t know wha t

TRAP rule that is. What is it, Bill?

PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Well, tha t l s

341..

CHAIRMAN SOULES i

voting on that? All right..
Any change in the

The entire letter of
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:1 June 5, then, the recommendations are rejected by

2 this committee.. The information will be sent to

3 the Supreme Court to collect their own billS..

4 Okay. The next foiiowing material on page

5 165
6 PROFESSOR BLAKELY: Luke, would you
7 let me interrupt and go back to those judicial

8 notice rules and make one point?

9 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Yes * Okay..
10 PROFBSSOR BLAKELY: On page 152,
11 determination of laws of other states, the
12 evidence rules, according to the Court's action
13 this week, in the second. line, "or upon motion of

14 a party, ~ instead of "may, U it should read
15 "shall." Otherwise. your book is correct.

16 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay. So, tha t' s

17 ready for redraf t, ready to be - w we l va approved

18 tha t then.. It l S unan imou s .. Okay" Have you

19 checked 184 (a) yet?
2 0 PROFESSOR BLAKELY: Yes.
21 CHAI BMAN SOULES i You have it the same

22 for 184?
23 PROFESSOR BLAKELY: No. Itis all --
24 it's already correct.
25 CHAIRMAN SOULES. Okay. So, 184 and
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1 184 (a) are correct as proposed by professor

2 \'I icker
3 PROFESSOR BLAKELY: With tbis one
4 cbange..

5 CHAIRMAN SOULES = -- with that one
6 change, yes.

7 MR. RAGLAND: Take au t the sec and

8 Umayl§?

9 PROFESSOR BLAKELY: It' s on 152 --

10 page 152 of today. s book, second line, the word
11 "may" should be "shall.-
12 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Af ter where it says

13llor upon the mot.ion of the party" --

14 PROFESSOR BLAKELY i "Shall."
15 CHAIRMAN SOULES: -- Mshall take
16 judicial notice." Okay. We've got a few rules

17 here starting on page 165 and it will go on to the
18 next blue divider page.
19 PROFESSOR EDGAR. Just a. a matter of
20 curiosity, do you ask the Court that you want to
21 take judicial notice of laws of California, or do
22 you have to go further and furnisb the Court with
23 those laws of which you want the Court to take
24 judicial notice of in Cal ifornial The rule really
25 doesn § t address that issue and I don't know -- I
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1 just _..
2 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Do you mind if we
3 don v t try to do tha t today?
4 PROFESSOR EDGAR:i W.ell, it l S a

5 question, thougb.

6 CHAIRMAN SOULES: I know it is. But
7 we've got this series of questions that people

8 have sent us, and we have got two hours to finish

9 this, aDd we haven1t even started on the submitted

10 rules. Okay. And I.ve got to use the part of

11 that time, no question.
12 Is there any opposition, or are there
13 comments on proposed Rule 216 (a) change from

14 Rule 216 changes as they appear on 166. page 166

15 of the materials? Now, this is a redraft that
16 Bill Dorsaneo has done for us.

17 PROFESSOR DORSANEO; I don v t even

18 remember doing this.

19 CHAIR!iIAN SOULES: Well, you must have

20 done it before July the 30th of 1985 because
21 that's the date of your letter.
22 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Somebody asked me

23 to do thi s.
24 MR. RAGLAND: I move we adop t the

25 amendment to RUle 216 -- 216 as it appears on
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1 166.
2 MR", BRANSON, Second..
3 CHAIRMAN SOtH..ES: A motion has been

4 made and seconded.. Any furtber discussion? Those

5 in favor show by hands.. Opposed? Tha t l s

6 unanimously adopted..

7 PROFBSSOR EDGARl All right.. Tbis is

S the first time I .vehad a chance to look at this,

9 Luke..! assume, tben, tha t if you do not ask for
10 a jury fee, make a request within 30 days, the
11 trial court has no discretion to give you one

12 subsequent thereto.. Is tbat right?
13 MR"RAGLANO: I think the trial court
14 has inherent power to control the docket the way
15 he wants to.. I don.t think tbat that preCludes
16 bim from granting a jury trial..
17 MR. BRANSON: What would happen,
18 Hadley, is if the Judge got put in that box, he
19 would grant a continuance and then give it to them

20 for 30 days before the next trial"
21 CHAIRMAN SOULES: There' s no
22 discretion in Rule 216 as it stands right now..
23 PROfESSOR EDGAR = I know it does now,

24 but I was just wondering as a result of this rule
25 whether that was intended to el iminate discretion
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1 of the trial judge. That was really the basis of

2 my question.

3 CHAI RMAN SOULES: I don. t think it

4 is. I donlt think it is intended to change that.

5 Does anyone perceive tbat that is the intended

6 Change to 1 imit the Cou~t l s disc~etion? Okay_

7 It's the consensus that this is not to cbange tbe

e Courtls discretion or limit it in any way as it
9 s toad before the amendment made.

10 PROFESSOR OORSANEOi Mr. Chairman, I
11 bave one suggestion now that I look at it. I
12 think maybe we ought to bave it be pa~agraphs 1

13 and 2 ratber tban A and B.
14 CHAIRMAN SOULES: All r igbt *
15 PROFESSOR DORSANEOi Our rule book is

16 scbizophrenic on that, but in the part of the rule
17 book where RUle 216 is, the paragraphing is by
18 number ratber than by letter.
19 CHAIRMAN SOULES ~ Any overwhelming

20 opposition to that?
21 MR.. MCMAINS: Wby don l t we do 1

22 and B?
2"3 CHAIRMAN SOULES: One andB? McMains.
24 that will probably make you rich. You'll probably

25 find a way to get an appeal out of that.
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i All r igb t. McGowan and McGowan n 1 e t j s see n

2 wrote George McCleskey in September of '83 for
3 something that may not ha..been addressed by us.

4 Wha t does it say?

5 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: I t depends on
6 whether we copied the rule from the federal rules

7 or we made it up ourselves as to whether itSs A

8 or 1.
9 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay. This is all

10 Frankl in Jones' subcommit tees ma ter ial since 277 i
11 a and 9 are out.
12 PROFESSOR EDGAR; Well, he's wanting
13 to bave -- pay the jury fee at any time within six
14 months from the date tbe case is filed. And we've
15 just said that it may be filed not less than 30
16 days in advance.
17 CHAIRMAN SOULES í Okay. So, this is
18 unanimously rejected in favor of Bill's draft.
19 PROFESSOR EDGARi If we approved
20 Biii's draft. I tbink that's the effect of it.
21 CHAIR)'IAN SOULES: Any oppos i tion is

22 anyone in support of Brad Moore's suggestion since
23 we've already taken action on rule -- changing 216
24 as Bill suggested? Okay.
25 JUSTICE WALLACE; We l ve recen tly
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1 upheld a rule that you must not only pay the fee,

2 you must also make a request. One won l t work

3 wi thou t the other one.

4 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Uh-hub. I think

5 thatls what this proposed draft tries to make

6 cl ear, too.
7 MR. BRANSONI It was nice of George to

8 send us a letter, thougb.

9 MR. TINDALL i We l re responding so

10 promptly to it.
11 MR. MCMAINS. Itas only three years
12 old.
13 CHAIRMAN SOULES. Well, this was
14 ae tual ly addressed to George when be was the

15 chairman of this committee by Brad Moore. So,
16 that's -- well, you may bave noticed yesterday in

17 our materials, one of tbe appointed persons who
18 was requesting a rule change opened by

19 congratulating Chief Justice Pope on his recent

20 aPPointment as Chief Justice.. That l s how behind
21 welve gotten, but welre catching up.
22 MR.. MCMAINS. I distinctly suspect
23 some of these letters are from people who have
24 prObably died..
25 CHAIRMAN SOULES. If we let that
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happen, that would really be a bad thing.

PROFESSOR DORSANEO: They' ve probably

suspec ted we have, too.

Hadl ey, you've aone

Is this -- is Charles

CHAIRMAN SOULES:

work on these depositions.

Haworthts matter --

PROFESSOR EDGAR: I have not the

only work I did was on the charge rules. I

haventt seen this material at all.

CHAI RMAN SOULES i Rul e 216.

PROFESSOR EDGAR: Rule 216 really

doesn't refer to what he says it refers to. I

don · t think '*

MR. RAGLAND: Tha t · sine 1 uded in

166(b) tbat's already been adopted.

PROFESSOR OORSANEO: Tha t 's in your

blue book already, Luke, in 166 (c) .
PROFESSOR EDGAR: Oh, okay.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay" So, this was

done earl ier.
MR" RAGLAND i 166 (c) in the long

book"

CHAIRMAN SOULES: I thought we had

done tha t " Okay" And doe s tha t al so reac h wha t

be raises on page 170 as well?
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1 PROFESSOR OORSANEOi In effect, we've
2 been over this, plowed this ground already.

3 MR~ RAGLAND: That' s 202 that we just

4 discussed a few minutes ago.

5 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Al 1 right. Tha t. s

6 just comment anyway. So, that doesn't need any

7 further talk. We can go now to page 172.

8 MR. TINDALL: He also mentions another

9 one down here in the third paragrapb. Are you

10 talking about Judge Casseb l s letter?
11 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yes.
12 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: The rehear ing

13 thing we dealt with in the Appellate Rule context.
14 MR. MCMAINS: Yes. We voted it down.
15 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Yes. We
16 considered that and voted it down.
17 CHAIRMAN SOULES: So, this committee
18 ha s ac tuall y vo ted down the thi rd pa rag raph a t an
19 earlier time, and cured the problems of the first
20 two by other actions. Okay. This is Rule 224.
21 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Wha t he ø s ~.¡ant ing

22 look on page 176. He apparen tly wan ts us to
23 approve a uniform jury information ca~d, Or
24 some thing.

25 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Aren i t the counties
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getting aiong pretty well with that, using their

own forms, or do we need a uniform One? How many

feel that we need a uniform jury infOrmation card

like the one in Tarrant County, to be made a part

of the Rules of Civil Procedure? How many feel

that this suggestion, tben, sbould be rejected?

Opposed? That's u.nanimously rejected in favor of

permitting the local practice to control tbat.
Okay. This is here for Rule 247, and the

suggestion appears on page 180.

PROFESSOR EDGAR i Well, he refers to

Rule 247 (a) for which we don 5 t have a rule..

PROFESSOR DORSANEO: It's over here on

184 "

PROFESSOR .EDGAR i:

CHAIRMAN SOULES:

Ohi okay.

And then new Rule

250 is on 180.. It's a two-rule package.. So, you

have to look at 180, 184 and 188.

PROFESSOR EDGAR i Look at wha t? Oh,

pages ..

CHAIRMAN SOULES; Pages 180 ~-

PROFESSOR EDGARI Yeah, yeah. Okay..

MR.. RAGLAND i Aren i t these incl uded in

those proposed administrative rules that are still

floating around?
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1 CHAIRMAN SOULES i I don l t know if

2 they're still floating. ~bey may have sunk.

3 Mn. RAGLAND II Well. depending on who

4 you talk to, they may be taking on water. but --

5 MR. MCMAINS: Let the record reflect
6 the f if th amendmen t.

7 CHAIRMAN SOULES = If tbese ac tions are

a needed to cure some problems wi tb our prac t ice, it

9 might be weii to do them here. It might avoid

10 having them done somewhere el se . I 40n 8 t know

11 that they need it.
12 MR. TINDALL: What is the evil sought

13 to be cured here? I can1t tell. I mean, it's a
14 lot of writing, but --
15 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, it i s to make

16 uniform bow cases are called, I think, and how
11 they l re then tried.
1 S MR. RAGLAND i Well, I think tha t i s
19 what tbat concept is, what is torpedoed in the
20 Administrative Rules because there's just not any
21 legal basis to make the things uniform.

22 MR. BRANSONi Let me ask a question to

23 Justice Wallace. We recently had a report from
24 the district judges in Dallas about some proposed

25 local rules which they are currently proposing.
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1 During the process of drafting the loeal rules.

2 our judiciary in Dallas, which these days is

3 rather young in age, totally ignored the Rul.s of

4 Civil Procedure and did BuCh things -- and also

5 the case law of Texas -- and did sueh thing s as

I again require witne.. lists, wbieh I understand

7 our Court haa said is not even a thing of

8 existence in Texas ~

9 It reqUired that expert witnesses be named 90

10 days in advance of trial, and al so said that if
11 judgments weren't in within a short period of time
12 following a settlement, that the trial court had
13 the authority to eitber call the case for trial
14 immediately or dismiss with prejudice, depending
15 on who was responsible for payment.

16 Does the Court have an opportunity to pass on
17 the local rules?
18 JDSTicE WALLACE: Rule 3 (al says that

19 no local rule is effective until approved by the
20 Supreme Court, and we have not approved any local

21 rules in the last two years and don't plan to
22 approve any in the near future. So, those rules,
23 if they conflict with the Rules of Procedure,

24 tbey're just flat wrong.
25 MR. BRANSON i Okay.
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1 JUSTICE WALL.AcE: These rules bere l it

2 was part of a package before the Chief suggested

3 these Administrative Rules and everybody got going

4 that direction. The idea was to cut out all tbese

5 local rules that not only conflict with the Rules
6 of Procedure, but conflict with adjOining county

7 and the courtroom next door in some counties and

8 put the burden on the admininstrative judges to

9 have uniform rules throughout their region where

10 at all po.sible and to cut out everything that

11 should be bandled in the Rules of Procedure,
12 period, wbere you have only the absolute necessary
13 local rules and tbey be. so far as possibl.,

",.~
i14 uniform throughout the county -- throughout the

15 region -- and that We wouldn't prOve anytbing

16 until the regional Judge had don. that and

1 7 approv~!Hì them and. sen t them to us. Tha t IS the

18 next push through those regional admininstrative
19 judges as soon a8 we get over this
20 admininstrative
21 MR. BR.ANSON; Bu t the Supreme Court

22 could, in fact, point out to a judge in Dallas
23 County where there are conflicts with tbe Rules of
24 Procedure?

25 JUSTICE WALL.ACEi If a cas. comes up,
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1 I l m sure that will be pointed out.
2 CHAIRMAN SOULES, We are probably
3 derel ic t in not hav ing the subcommi ttee report on

4 these rules~ But I see it -~ these rules don't

S they.ve got some problems in writing.. For
6 example, are there terms of court now?

7 MR ~ TINDALL l No..
8 CHAIRMAN SOULES i And proposed new

9 Rule 250 talks about carrying a case over to the

10 succeeding term.

11 MR",TINPALL i Luke, I move we pass on

12 all these.. I don't see any grand swell of support

13 for any of these ø
14 MR.. BRANSON; Do we bave a standing

15 committee of this committee on local rules?
16 CHAIRMAN SOULES i We have a stand ing

17 committee that could have addressed them but did

18 not address these..
19 PROFESSOR EDGAR. You and I are on the

20 committee, Frank.

21 cBAI RMAN SOULES; Wha t I'm say ing is

22 let's not we'll study these rules. We'll table

23 them for the next sessioD, if that's agreeable.. I
24 don't think we should ignore them becaUSe it looks

25 like somebody tbinks it's a serious problem here
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1 and they've spent a lot of work, committee work,

2 not just some guy who's been aggrieved, but a

3 committee has met and made suggestions to us.

e JUSTICB WALLACE i Jus t to g tve you an

5 indication of tbe problems in this area, our first
6 move when we started on this program was to get

7 copieS of all the local rules. And it took us 18
8 montbs, mind you, to get the ones .. we think

9 we 'v. got all of them that are in writing, but it

10 took us 18 montbs just to get them. And that's
11 how screwed up the local rule situation is.
12 CHAIRMAN SOULBS i Just think how a

13 lawyer trying to practice in that kind -- sent
14 them in the eighteenth month to Chief, what a time
15 he l s had getting them set up.
16 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i I always like the

17 counties where the clerk sends you tbe local rules
18 and says, "Well, we don1t follow these.-
19 MR. TINDALL i Or l'We have local rules,
20 but we're out of print."
21 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Let's see. Let's go
22 now to page 189.

23 MR. BRANSON: Would it be of help to

24 the Court for tbis committee to assist in
25 screening some of those?
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JUSTICE WALLACE i Yeah. you $ re

welcom$. There.s a stack like that, and you.re

welcome to

MR. BRANSON: I $m not suggesting that

it.s necessarily something we are jumping for joy

to take on, bu tit sounds like an ominous task and

that's what this committee lsfor, to assist the

Court.

JUSTICE WALLACE i We do _. the Of f ice

of Court Administrations has attempted to go

through those and see what, if any, uniformity

there is. But if we get a committee on local

rules, I'll see that you get copies of those and

you can at least see the magnitude of the

problem"

CHAIRMAN SOULES i Okay. The rule on

page 189, the Committee on the Administration of

Justice has suggested that we repeal wbat's there

and use that number for a new -- I donlt

understand the 264 location..

PROFESSOR EDGAR i Well, it l s jus t in

the trial sections" See the trial --
PROFESSOR DORSANEO: And that 264 is a

pretty
that?"

well, you look at it and say, "How about
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1 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Say what, Bill?
2 "How about that?"

3 PROFESSOR DORSANEO. Yeah. Cases
4 brought up from inferior courts shall be tried de

5 novo.
6 cHAI RMAH SOULES: In d i s tr ic t and

7 county courts.

8 PROFESSOR PORSANEO: We don' t need
9 tha t there.
10 CHAIRMAN SOULES; That doesn't need to

11 be said. It doesn v t need to be said at all.

12 PROFBSSOR DORSANBO i Wei 1 fit sa id in

13 the context of appeals to county courts from
14 justice courts. That's the only context in
15 which --
16 PROFESSOR EDGAR; -- it could arise.

17 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i -- it could
18 arise.
19 MR. TINDALL; County to district.
20 PROFESSOR EDGAR; We don i t have it.

21 CHAIRMAN SOULBS. Okay. So, we could
22 repeal that and -- should we put in its place this
23 languagei "By agreement of the parties, tbetrial
24 court may allow that all testimony and such other

25 evidence as may be appropriate be presented at
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1 trial by videotape"?

2 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: It' s tr ial by a

3 movie.
4 MR. MCMAINS; We could Cease being
5 lawyers and become directors.

6 MR. TINDALL~ You know, they're doing

7 that -- tbey i re having those 90-minute trials in

8 the Houston federal court.

9 PROFESSOR EDGAR: That's mini trials,
10 though..
11 MR. TINDALLi Mini trials.
12 PROFESSOR EDGAR; That l s not this,

13 though..
14 CHAIRMAN SOULES i This was to permi t

15 lawyers who want to get a case tried to go produce
16 the trial outside the courtroom while the Judge is

17 trying another case and then go pu tit on by
18 videotape. That's what this is for. I remember
19 the discussion..
20 MR. RAGLAND; Do we really need that

21 in light of Rule 11 and Rule 166 Ie) that .e just
22 adopted?

23 CHAIRMAN SOULES; This is not --
24 MR.. MCMAINS i I don i t think you can do
25 that under that rule.
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1 CHAIRM.AN SOULES II Yeah", Well, the

2 discussion -. where this comes from on the

3 Committee on Administration of Justice, it would

, permit the parties to go to someplace where the

5 videotaping could be done and put on'a trial, make

6 a trial, stage a trial, while a judge is in trial

7 in aDother case, and tben come up and say. "Judge,

8 everything we want to do is on videotape. We

9 would like to pick a jury and it takes a total of
10 20 hours to run this."
11 And you pick a jury, put them in the box, and
12 away it goes. They can make objections. The

13 Judge will rule on those. If so, they've gòt
14 they know how many cl icks it's got to mOve forward
15 before tbey get to the evidence that wasn't
16 objected to. You just put on tbe evidence that
17 was objected to when an objection is made. That's
18 what this is for. And the idea is that you can

19 get cases that could be done this way, maybe suits
20 on notes or something where -- you probably
21 wouldn $ t want to do it in a malpractice case,
22 althougb you might. It could be tried a lot
2l quiçker if you had this rule. I don' t know how

24 much it would be used, but what harm does it do?
25 PROFESSOR EOGAR; If the parties agree
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1 to it, why shouldn't the rules permit it?

2 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Wi tuesses haven't

3 been sworn, you know, or they might be.

4 MR. BRANSON; We l re going to take up

5 more time debating it in this com~ittee than it

6 will be taken up being done because you l re not

7 going to get people to agree to it.

8 PROFESSOR EDGAR; Well, I move we
9 adOPt it.

10 PROFESSOR OORSANEO; I second the
11 motion.

12 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Made aud seconded.

13 Anything else? Those in favor show by hauds.

14 MR. RAGLAND: I think it is covered
15 under Rule 11 and Rule 166 (c) .
16 cHAI RMAN SOULES: Those opposed?
17 Okay. Let me see the hauds again. Those in favor
18 of permitting this type of trial, sbow by hands.
19 Six. Those opposed? Six to four approved.

20 PROFESSOR EDGAR; See, it d idu l t take

21 that long to debate that, Frank.
22 MR. MCMAINS: I t requires everybody to

i3 agree, right? So, I meau, it requires the

24 agreements of everybOdy.

25 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Here's 265(a).
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1 We've got a suggestion bere on 265 (a) from JUdge

2 Onion ~

3 MR. MCMAINS i I move it be rej ec ted.

4 CHAIRMAN SOULES: What is it? What is
5 it about. Rusty?

6 MR. MCMAINS: It just says that
7 lawyers are abusing voir dire, basically -- or

8 opening statements.

9 MR. TINDALL i Opening statements.
10 MR. MCMAINS: That is, that they're
11 not --
12 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i They' re not being

13 succinct enougb.

14 MR. MCMAINS: It says tbat they don't

15 summarize their pleadings, summarize what they

16 have to prove.
17 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Oh, I see.
18 MR. MCMAINS: That's not going to
19 change the practitioners -- cure the problem.
20 PROFESSOR EDGAR: I think the problem
21 that Judge Onion raises is Covered by Rule 265,

22 and he wan ted to enforce it.
23 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Is there a motion?
24 A motion has been mad. to reject it. Is there a
25 second?
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1 MR. BRANSON i S ec Dud.
2 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Those who support

3 rejection, show your bands. Opposed? Okay.

4 That's unanimously rejected~ Would somebody

5 please write Judge Onion and give him this

6 information besides me?

7 PROFESSOR EDGAR; You l re going to be

e in San Antonio. Why don't you just go by his

9 office, Luke?

10 MR. TINDALL i Take him to dinner aDd

11 explain it to him..

12 CHAIRMAN SOULES i All right" He B s

13 very understanding. Be's one of our best judges.
14 MR.. MCMAINS: If Dorsaneo' s
15 recommendation is next. I move it be rejected.
16 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i This is an
17 assignment. This is an assignment.
18 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Bill, do you want to

19 move that this be adopted and explain why?

20 PROFESSOR DORBANEOI 11m against it.
2 i I was aSSigned to do this.. And I think that we

22 just -- you know, welre cbanging it back and forth

23 and back and fortb. Just leave it the way it is,
24 is my attitude about it now.. I mean, lawyers have

25 now gotten to tbe point where they know the
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i timetable for findings of fact aDd conclusions of

2 law..
3 MR.. MCMAINS: Well, it has aD inherent

4 problem in it, Luke, and that is, that it's ~~
5 tha t the time for f il ing requests for findings,
6 initial time for filing them. is five days after

7 the transcript is due. I mean øa

8 CHAIRMAN SOULES: If we made this
9 change?
10 MR. MCMAINS: Yes.
11 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Oh, I see. Well,
12 the motion has been made t.o reject the request..
13 Is there a second?
14 MR.. ~CMAINS i Second..
15 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Those who want to

16 rej ec t the reques t show by hands.. Those who
17 support tbe request show by hands.. ItJs
18 unanimously rejected..
19 PROFESSOR DORSANEOI 306(c) is a
20 separate problem..
21 CHAIRMAN SOULES. That goes for 297
22 296 and 297?

23 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Uh-huh.. 306 (c)

24 is a separate prOblem..

25 PROFESSOR EDGAR. Tbat's on page 202?
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1 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Uh-huh -- 195.
2 CHA!RMAN SOULES; On page 195 we bave
3 Rule 306 (c). Sometimes these are in there twice.

4 But I'm looking at 195. Is that where you are,

5 Bill?
6 PROFESSOR DORSANEO ~ Uh-huh.
7 CHAIRMAN SOULES: What is tbis
8 problem, Bill?

9 PROFESSOR DORSANEO; Well, let me
10 check. It has to do with wben prematurely filed

11 document is deemed filed. I rm trying to refresh
12 my recollection now. All right. ~
13 Under current appellate practices, the text
14 says in the comment, "The times for pezfecting J
15 appea 1 s, 1 imi t ing the scope of an appea l, a re no t
16 keyed to the overrul ing of motions for new
17 tr ial ." Maybe thi s is a package. And the curren t

18 rule says that a prematurely filed document --
19 maybe it's not a problem.
20 PROFESSOR EDGAR: It's not a problem
21 unless you adopt Rules 296 and 297, which we just

22 rejected.
23 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: ! think ! a 1 ready

24 changed it. Pardon me, it's already been fixed in
25 the comment, la.st paragraph.. When Rule 306(c) was
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1 amended last by the Supreme Court, the problem

2 that I§m thinking about was fixed.

3 CHAIRMAN SOULES i So, we don l t need

4. this 30i(c) changed since we.re not doing 296 and

5 297?
6 MR ~ MCMAINS:\ Tha t l S right $

7 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: And the other
8 problem has al ready been taken care of.

9 CHAIRMAN SOULES: So, tbese are
10 unanimously rejected since we already have a
11 partial fix on wba t we think needed fixing, and we

12 don § t want to fix the balance of it. Is that the
13 consensus? Okay. That.s unanimous. Okay.

14 Now we get to David Bickel's letter to the
15 COAJ wbich appears to Rule 197 -- i mean, page

16 197, RUle 296. That was then referred to the cOAJ
17 subcommi t tee.

18 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i This is the

19 statute -- the statute of limitations has run on
2 0 t his 1 e t t e r . I t hi nk t his is 0 1 êL.
21 CHAIRMAN SOULES: What is that?
22 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: This is wben
Z) Rule 296 was changed, when the timetable was

24 Changed, it didn§ t get published that way
25 everywhere, and it causes a lot of confusion,
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1 especially since w..t had the wrong rule in its

2 pamphlet supplemènt~ I think it.is thèrigbt rule

3 in the 1986 pamphlet supplement. aut there was a

4 lot of confusion generated because of the change

5 and because of the way the publ ishing company had

6 mishandled it_

7 JUSTICE WALLACE: Unfortunately, the
8 duty falls on my secretary to proofread everything

9 that West publishes on these rules, and there are

10 a number of errOrs we find that we just notify
11 them of and the next time they print it they
12 correc tit. I don't know -- there J. not any way

13 we have of making sure West is going to correctly
14 print what we send them.

15 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay. The COAJ,
16 I.ve got ..- the notes that I have on pages 200.
17 201 and 202 are wrong. The COAJ recommended these

18 changes aDd those are the ones we just rejected.
19 is that right? And then when you got over to --

20 PROFESSOR EDGAR i Now, we didn e t talk

21 about 306 (a), did we?
22 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: ThatOs been
23 done. I did that.
24 PROFESSOR EDGAR i Okay. W. 've a1 ready

25 done it, though.
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1 PROFESSOR DORSANEO; Yes. Tha t fix
2 baa been made and the Appellate RUles Texas

3 Rule of Appellate Procedure 5(b) (l)ôoes what the

4 cOAJ recommended with respect to old Rule 306 (a) $

5 I think. Let me take a second to make sure that

6 -- since this rule was not just an appellate

7 rul.~ We bad the same rule on 306 (a) in the Texas

a Rule of Civil Procedure as we have in Rule 5.

9 Let's see.

10 PROFESSOR EDGAR: No. The material in
11 which he has underl ined here on page 201 does not
12 appear in 5 (b) (1)~
13 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i All right.
14 Pardon me.. It's in 306(a) (1), not in so many
15 words but -- not in these precise words"
16 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Does it get the same

17 j Db done?

18 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Yes, I believe it

19 does..
20 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Are you satisfied
21 with that, too, Hadley?
22 PROFESSOR EDGARi I haven. t looked at

23 it"
2 4 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay. Wha t are you

25 looking at, Bill?
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1 PROFESSOR DORSANEOii 306 (a) l paragraph

2 1..
3 CHAIRM.AN SOULES: And you l re say ing

4 that some of that appears in 165 (a)?

5 PROFESSOR EDGAR. Yeah, be's added
6 motions to reinstate, for dismissal of want of

7 prosecution and requests for findings of fact and

8 conclusions of law, and they're both in

5) 306(a)(1).

10 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Yes..
11 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Yes, they l re both

12 there..
13 CHAIRMAN SOULES; So, this is done, is

14 that right?
15 PROFESSOR DORSANEO; Yes, done..
16 PROFESSOR EDGAR. It5. included in
1 '1 306 (a) (1) and 5 (b) .

18 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: When the Court
19 amended the Rules of Civil Procedure at the time
20 it promulgated the Appellate Rules, this problem

21 was resol ved..
22 CHAI RMAN SOULES = Okay. And the

2) 306 (c) thatls on page 202, is that the same as the

24 last one?
25 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i The same
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1 inf orma t ion on tha t 'I
2 CHAt RMAN SOULES 3 And tha t · s rei øe ted

3 -- Dr wait a minute. Same information?

4 PROFESSOR DORSANBO. That l s been taken

5 care of as well as a result of tbeamendment to

6 306 (c) tha~ was promulgated when the Appellate

7 Rules were promUlgated.

8 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay. That was done
9 with TRAP'i And what is on page 200 is what we

10 just voted down earlierí isn't it? It's the same
11 as page 193'1 Are 200 and 193 the same pages?

12 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: You really can
13 turn forward to 203 'I
14 PROFESSOR EOGARi Yes. We can go to
15 page 211 I think, canlt we?
16 PROFESSOR DORSANEO 3 Uh-huh ~ Go to

17 211. The rest we1ve already dealt with. All of
18 that, throw out those pages.

19 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Those are dupl ica tes

20 from 203 on, is that right? And welve already
21 done page 211. Let. s see what we have not done.
22 PROFESSOR DORSANEOi 00 you want to go

Z3 to the justice court rules again?
24 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yeah. Let's do
25 those. Frank, the justice court rules, we're back
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over there again.. Do you have any motion you

would 1 ike to make?

MR.. BRANSON: I wan ted to hear

Broadus l $ sweet voice on the jus tice of the ce

rule ..

PROFESSOR EDGAR: Well, we needed his

leadership yesterday afternoon.

MR. BRANSON: We got there and there

was just something -- I could Dot find homeostasis

after the meeting yesterday.

MR.. SPIVEY: Well, I'ro against letting

Frank practice in the justice court.. He screwed

up so much in the district courts..

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay'/ Let l. go to

page 127 and we are --

MR. MCMAINS: 1271

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Page 127.. ~ha t ' s

Judge Thomas's material and she's not here..
PROFESSOR EDGAR: Go back to 127?

CHAIRMAN SOULES ~ Yeah.. I skipped in

sections.. That begins a section right behind the

blue page.. And then wben we get done with that.

we have a recent handout, the most controversial

part of which we have voted on already.. Okay.

Then again to these --
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PROFESSOR EDGAR: Page 127 is not

Linda Thomas.

CHAIRMAN SOULES.: Well, I i m sorry"

This ~- all the ma terials from this blue pag$ to

the next blu$ page were assigned. I think, to

Judge Thomas for review. Ana maybe I a.. ignea
them erroneously. I thought this was in the

purview of her rules.

PROFESSOR EDGAR i You i re on page 127?

CHAIRMAN SOULES i Yes, which is a

letter to her from me.

PROFESSOR EDGAR:

CHAIRMAN SOULES:

the wrong place?

PROFESSOR EDGAR. No.

CHAIRMAN SOULES i All r igh t. Then

Okay. All right.
Did I send that to

that's Justice Wallacels letter to me, and then we

get to Judge Schattman's letter to Judge Murray

which is the substance of it. And she was going

to write something for us.

MR. TINDALL: Luke, I don't know how

this -- I mean, I' 11 not trying to sweep this

problem under the rug, but it seems to me. the

Rules of Civil Procedure, which we are on toaay,

really are not the area we're to deal with the
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1 problem of a lawyer who abandons a client. To me,

2 tbat lawyer is clearly subject to a disciplinary
3 ac tion. I mean, .e cov~r that alearly in our Code

4 of Professional Responsibility", You are to

5 zealously represent and prosecute your client 'a

6 cases '*

7 CHAI RMAN SOULES = Why don't we jus t

8 leave that one? JUdge, do we want to just reject

9 this as saying it needs to be addressed to a

10 different forum, a grievance committee?

11 MR", TINDALL: A grievance committee is

12 who the cl ient sbould turn to '"
13 CHAIRMAN SOULES; What's the motion,
14 then, on the June 12 letter of Judge Schattman
15 appearing on page 129?

16 PROFESSOR EDGAR: I move we are
17 without jurisdiction to consider it '"
18 CHAI RMAN SOULES: How many fee 1 tha t

19 way?
20 MR,* RAGLAND; I d idn l t hea r .
21 CHAIRMAN SOULES; He' s mov ing to --

22 that welre without jurisdiction, really, to deal
23 with Judge Schattman's --
24 PROFESSOR EDGAR; The Rules of Civil

25 Procedure should not be directed to the problems
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1 of a client that is abandoned by the lawyer.

2 MR. RAGLAND: I agree. I think it
3 ought to come under the State Bar rules or

4 some thing like tha t"

5 'ROFESSOR EDGAR: That. s wha t I' m

6 saying. Thatls not within our purview.

7 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay" There l s .
8 motion to reject the suggestion of Judge Schattman

9 appearing on page 129.. All in favor show by

10 hands. Opposed? Thatls unanimously rejected.

11 The next item is on page 132. a letter from John
12 Cochran.

13 MR. BRANSON; become disabled.
14 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Wha t? I i m sorry l

15 Frank?
16 MR. BRANSON: Judge Schattman gives an

17 example of a lawyer who has become disabled. I

18 was just noting that as a surprise to me.
19 CHAIRMAN SOULES: John Cochran l s

20 suggestion on -- is that Rule 13
21 MR... RAGLAND: Excuse m.e, Luke. What

22 page again?

23 CHAIRMAN SOULES) It l S on page 132 --

24 that we add to the penalty for fictitious suits a
25 pleading -- a penalty for frivolous suits and
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1 seems to me that if we dont t -- if we do not

2 expand RUle 13 to include other types of lawsuits

3 other than f ictitioussui ts, which I don l t think
4 are a problem, I don ø t think anybody does that,

5 that there's no need to add anythinG more to itJ

6 because Rul e 13, bas ically, is of no consequence.

7 MR. MORRISI Luke, we caDIt get off
8 into that. I mean, that's a hot politicalis8ue

9 right now. 'rhe legislature is going to deal with
10 it. Every time the issue has come up in the

11 legislature in recent years to strap somebody with
12 a lawsuit that's frivolous, we always put an
13 amendment on it that what is good for the goose is
14 good for the gander and frivolous defense be also
15 inCluded, and it dies. And it's going to be a hot
16 issue in the legislature this session. I move
17 tba t we rej ec t the proposa 1 by Cochran.
18 MR. BRANSON: Second.
19 JUDGE 'rUNKS i I second the motion.

20 CHAIRMAN SOULES. Well, just to make
21 sure the record is clear, I don ø t want us to
22 reject something because the legislature is going
23 to deal with it, because I don't want to give them
24 make it appear to them tha t we're 1 icens ing
25 them to deal with this problem. Is the motion to
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1 motions, and tbat 215 (a) sanctions couid be made

2 appl icabl e.
3 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Rather than
4 contempt, as is now provided by Rule 131

5 CHAIRMAN SOULES: It will be added... I

6 think he may ~-

7 MR. MCMAINS~ He's talking about
8 frivolous lawsuit nonsense..

9 ~ROFESSOR EDGARI My question, ~hougb,
10 is, would he include the filing of a frivolous
11 lawsuit would he include that -- a sanction for
12 that to be contempt also, or only the sanctions
13 provided by Rule 2151

14 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Which includes
15 contempt..

16 CHA! RMAN SOULES i We 11, I can l tread

17 his letter and tell you what he was thinking on

18 that.. We can debate that either way..

19 PROFESSOR DORSANEOi He wants to make

20 RUle 13 a rule that people will know about by
21 inciuding -- making some definition of frivolous
22 lawsuits includable within the contours of 13, and
23 then composing the procedural penal tie. of Rule
24 215 on basically 80meone who brings this frivolous
25 lawsuit. whatever that might end up being.. It
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1 reject this suggestion on its merits?

2 MR_ MORRIS: Yes, on its merits. !
3 meaDø it l s just -- may ! explain that it is
4 something tbat gets dealt with at the legislat~re,

5 and you get into the frivolous defense. It

6 becomes very subjective41 In the states wbere

7 tbey've had it, they tend to have more frivolous

8 defense penalties tban you do frivolous lawsuit

9 penal ties 41

10 PROFESSOR OORSANEO i Well, we have a

11 Federal Rule 11 which deals with the same problem,

12 perbaps not very well, addressed in the letter
13 from John H. Cochran. And basically, tbe federal
14 approach is to impose sanc tions like discovery
15 sanctions, et cetera, on counsel when they bring
16 frivolous claims or defenses. ADd it is being
17 used, and it is being used against the claimants
18 and it's subject to a lot of criticism on a
19 national level.
20 MR. MCMAINS; There are several people

21 in Houston that have been hit for six-figure
22 penalties.
23 MR. MORRIS: !t.s very subject to
24 abuse..
25 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: !t may be
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1 something that a subcommittee should study in

2 detail by reference to what has happened at the

3 federal level across tbe country. But it's not
. something that can be dealt with On Saturday

5 morning"

6 PROFESSOR EPGAR II I wOUld Il10vetha t

7 this be referred to the appropriate subcommittee

8 for study in iight of Federal Rule 11 and the

9 ef fee ts thereon"

10 JUSTICE WALLACEI Subcommittee to be

11 appointed at some future date.
12 cHAI RMAN SOULES II And then we need to

13 look at Federal Rule 68 on that, too, I think,
14 Federal RUle 68 about costs to a losing party.
15 MR. BRANSON: Can we call a question
16 on the mo t ion and ge t thi sane ou t of the way and
17 then if we want to do something later, go ahead?

18 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well. I'm trying to
19 get direction on how to charge the pending
20 subcommittee.. All right.. I guess the motion is
21 that we reject it altogether, aDd then there was a
22 motion to table and study it.. So. we vote first
23 on the motion to reject.. How many feel that this
24 proposal should be rejected on its merits without
25 further stUdy?
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1 PRorlSSOR BOGAR: Without further
2 study?
3 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Thatl sright.
4 Three ..

5 Ma.. MCMAINS; We don t t ever -- I don t t

6 think we usually ever vote ~o never study

7 some thing ..

8 CHAIRl-iAN SOULE:S: Well, tben, let me

9 cbange it. How many are in favor of tabl ing

10 how many are in favor of tabling this for
11 assignment to a subcommittee and a report next
12 session? rive. How many are against tabling it

13 and in favor of rej ec t ing it in total? Okay.
14 Five to four, and it gets tabled to the next
15 session and assigned..
16 And this is the last item, is it not? The
17 last item is a handout that was in the front of
18 your book when we started.. We only have to deal
19 with one item because one of them we have

20 thoroughly debated and acted on at an earlier fa6
21 meeting, 1986 meeting.. We rejected this --
22 PROrESSOR BLAKELY) Would you identify

23 the handou t?
24 CHAIRMAN SOULES; It looks like --
25 itfs under a letter to me from Pat Hazel dated
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November the 3rd from Judge Wallace. And it was

~ø it's right in front of your book. Of course,

everybody has been using these books. It's a

matter from Allen Odum. We have addressed and

rejected it. The matter on RUle 121(h) Appellate

Rules, i don't know whether we dealt with it or

not. What is the -- Rusty and Sill, what is the

situation on that?

PROFESSOR DORSAREO: Well, let me look

at it. I didn't look at this.

CHAIRMAN SOULES i It's the second rule

on the -- second page.

MR. MCMAINS: Is this an attempt to

al low f il ing an appl ieatian for wri t of error
diree tly to the Supreme Court?

PROFESSOR BDGARI I don't think that. 8

what 121 (h) deals with, is it? This is habeas

corpus -- no, mandamus, extraordinary remedies..

CHAIRMAN SOULES t Does anybody have a

purple book page for me?

PROFESSOR BOGAR i

CHAIRMAN SOULES:

page 415..

Page 415, thank

you..

PROFESSOR EDGAR: I can t t find

anything in here ei ther..
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1 CHAIRMAN SOULBS. I canit, Iim lost.
2 JUSTICE WALLACE = Tbis one is merely

3 -- the rule says they only file -- want to file 12

4 copies of the appl ica t ion.. There' $ a response --
5 brief in the Supreme Court. The rule. say -- only

6 require three to be filed, as I understand what

7 this is all about.
8 PROFESSOR EDGAR: I · m sorry, Judge f I

9 didn't follow you. Rule 121 is talking about

10 extraordinary remedies.
11 PROFESSOR DORSANEO. And it works for
12 both -- it i S meant to work in the Court of AppealS

13 and in the Supreme Court.

14 CHAIRMAN SOULES. Now. this is just to

15 add a paragraph.
16 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: This is just --
17 this looks -- if you want 12 copies.
18 JUSTICE WALLACE: It1s all right with
19 us.. We want everybody to have a copy.. The

20 appellate clerk should bave one~ Twelve copies is
21 the number.

22 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i I move the
23 adoption of this suggestion.
24 PROFESSOR EDGAR: I see what they
25 he just wants to make it clear that tbe Court of
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i Civil Appeals should file three copies and the

2 Supreme Court should file 12, that's all.

3 JUSTICE WALLACE i Yes.. Tha t e s all,"

4 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Tha t l S al i, and

5 apparently the t vaSQ l t covered.

6 CHAIRMAN SOULES = Okay," This is
7 121(a).
8 PROFESSOR EDGAR: 121(h) '*
9 CHAIRMAN SOULES: No; it e s not.
10 'ROFBSSOR DORSANEO: It's Ca) (1) Ch) '"

11 CHAIRMAN SOULES: It's 121(a)
12 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: No, it's
13 Ca) (2) (h) '*
14 CHAIRMAN SOULESI -- (2) (h). 121 Ca) i

15 parens ~a". parens "2n. cap -- parens cap -h.fi
16 And we would -- is there any opposition to that?
17 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Excep t I would

18 change tbe word "civil.~ I would take the word
19 ~civilfl out of this proposal so it just says the
20 fl Court of Appeal s. ~
21 MR. BRANSONI Where is RUle 121 Ca)?

22 Lefty'S rule book doesnft have it.
2"3 MR.. MCMAINS II Rul ElS of Appella te

24 Procedure '*
25 CHAIRMAN SOULES. It's one of those
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1 TRAP rules $

2 JUS~ICB WALLACE i MCivil ~ should not

3 be in it..
4 MR. MCMAINS: Luke?
5 CHAIRMAN SOULESI Yes, sir.
6 MR. ~1CMAINS; While we're at that
7 precise point, as I understand the practice,

8 basically, on mandamus is -~ certainly in the

9 Supreme Court and basically in the Court of

10 Appeals, too -- is that the appended materials,
11 sometimes which are somewbat voluminous in a

12 mandamus, do, in fact, comprise or substitute for
13 the record, but they are not really identified as
14 a separate enti ty in this rule. ADd we shouldn't
15 have to f i18 but one copy of that. And the Court
16 doesn't want but one copy of it. is my basic
17 understanding, from my experience.

18 MR. TINDALL: It would be kind of hard
19 to read much from the application itself. Rusty,
20 without seeing the underlying documents, though,
21 if you were a justice.
22 CHAIRMAN SOULES: There l s only one

23 statement of facts and there's only one transcript
24 that's filed with the application for writ of
25 error, but 12 copies of the application go.
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1 MR $ MCMAINS: Rigbt. YoU' re supposed

2 to be stating the reasons and stuff there.. If
3 anybody wants to see the record, they can go look

4 in the record. By I've been told by the clerk of

5 the Supreme Court before in filing a mandamus that

6 if I've got a separate exhibit volume, that they

7 don f t need but on e 0 f tho s e .. In fa c t , s be mil yb e

8 took some of them back before. And there' s no

9 provision in the rule for that. That. s not
10 identified as to how many copies.
11 PROFESSOR EDGAR i Well ø you see, the

12 problem is that the rule really gives you,
13 correctly, I think, the concept that the exhibits
14 are a part of the petition, aDd tbat's right. But
15 what Rusty is saying is --
16 CHAIRMAN SOULES i No, it doesn i t say

17 tha t..
11 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Well, yes, it does.

19 Lookat2(c).
20 CHAIRMAN SOULES; It says the petition

21 shall be accompanied by something else. And if

22 the something else tbat we're talking about is due
2~ at one time
24 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Well, but if you
25 accompany the pet i t ion and if you are supposed to
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1 send three petitions, that means you are supposed

2 to have three accomp.niments~ Thatls the

3 probl em '"

4 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Why don' t we say the

5 Øcertified or sworn copy of the order compla

& of and otber relevant" .- -only one copy shall be
7 filed of the" .- that's awkwardly worded, but how

S do we say that?
9 PROFESSOR EDGARi I t seems to me that

10 maybe we can bandle tbat in subsection 2 (c) by
11 saying, "The petition shall be accompanied by a
12 single certified Dr sworn copy of the order
13 complained of and other relevant exhibit~" or
14 something like that, because I could see why it

15 would be a messØ

16 MR", MCMAINS: Or at the end of that,

17 you can just say, "the certified order and
11 accompanying exhibitsØ -- that only one copy of
19 the certified order or accompanied exhibits need

20 to be filed",
21

22 that",
23

PROFESSOR EOGAR4 Yeah, sometbing like

PROFESSOR OORSANEO; I would move the

24 second sentence of (a) (2) (c) out of (c) altogether
25 and perbaps include it in a modified (a) (2) lh) or
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1 perbaps just deal with it separately. I think
2 making the suggestion in ea) (2) (e) that these are

3 all of the piece comes from just proposing those

4 sentences one adjacent to the other.

5 PROFESSOR EDGAR = You could ac tually

6 make that second sentenCe -- change it a little

7 bit and make it (2) (d) f because it really needs to

8 fit right underneath the petition and just say

9 that PA single certified or sworn copy of the

10 order compiained of and other relevant exbibits
11 shall accompany the petition.h
12 MR. MCMAINSI I would put it after (d)
13 because the (d)
14 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i I would pu tit

15 after -- I would put it as (0). Because, look,

16 all of tbose say the petition, the petition, the
17 petition.
18 MR. MCMAINS: Yeah.
19 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Why not put it (i)?

20 When you.re done witb the petition, you're all the
21 way through, including how many copies of the
22 petition should be filed, and then make an (i) and
23 say what to file with the 12 copies.
24 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Alphabet soup

25 bere, bu t I would sugges t tbe t we make the second
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ientence of Ø$(a) (2) (C)lf l-(h)$l saying this: "The

petition ihall be accompanied by a certified or

sworn copy of the order complained of ,. et

cetera ..

PROFESSOR BDGAR~ I would say ~by .

iingle" or "by one.."

PROFESSOR DORSANEO: And then I would

make U (h). · ( i ). and iay in (i) one copy of the

whatever ..

CHAIRMAN SOULES i Why file a copy if

you file the original?

MR.. MCMAINS: Wait. Luke?

CHAI RMAN SOULES; Tha t i i why you pu t

three copiei of the petition and motion and then

you come down and you say --

PROFESSOR EDGAR:i

CHAIRMAN SOULES:

One copy --

-- the clerk -- "A

party shall file any certified or sworn copy of

the order complained of and other relevant

exhibiti.f$
J:1R.. MCMAINS; Luke, the rule itself

is disorganized in the sense that (h) deals with

bot h the mo t ion, wh i chi i in (1).. T hi iis all in

( 2) w hie his pet i t ion"

PROFESSOR DORSANEO: This is true..
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1 MR. MCMAINS i And then (:3) is the

2 deposit of cost. Why don't we put a -- either put

3 it as (3) Dr put it as (4) in terms of number of

4 copies.
5 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Yes.
6 CHAIRMAN SOULES:; Or "fil ing". Just

7 call it "filing,,"
8 MR. MCMAINS : But, I mean., you can get
9 two different things. You, first of all.. need to

10 have that in addition to the petition and the
11 motion. It could be part of the petition, but it
12 needs to be done"

13 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Why don't we make
14 this 121 (a) (3)? And that would -- what we would

15 do is move -- well.. what is proposed as (h) would
16

17

18 difference? I don't know"
19 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Well, I was just
20 thinking that you ought to -- to the petition, you
21 ought to talk about the certified or sworn copy
22 and the otber relevant exhibits. And then after
23 that, you talk about the number of copies of the

24 motion and the brief.. And then the next thing

25 would be the deposit for cost.

be 121 -- should the f i ling fee be the last tbing

to mak.e 11 ( 3 ) " .1 (4 ) $I or it does it make any,
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1 PROFESSOR DORSANEOi One additional
2 comment, we do have a rule t.alking about. the

3 number of copies generally in tbe general rules,

4 and it is a bit odd that we have specific

5 information on the number of copies in the

6 original preceding rule rather than placing

1 reliance on the general rule that deals with

8 signing, f il ing and serv ice and the number of

I copies of tbings to be filed in the appellate

10 courts, generally. But it, by tbe way, does say
11 there will be 12 of whatever they are filed.
12 PROFESSOR EDGAR; Yeah, bu t those are

13 Appellate Rules, and this is an original
14 proceeding. I guess tbat' s probably wby it was
15 dODe that way. Because the general rules pertain
16 only to appeals.
17 PROFESSOR DORSANEO = No, tbe general

18 rules pertain to the Texas Rules of Appellate
19 Procedure. I guess maybe we could say that these

20 aren~t Rules of Appellate Procedure. But I think
21 they are rules of activity in an appellate court,
22 so I think of them as appellate rules,
13 generically.
24 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, this is tbe
25 way the schematic works: The original proceeding
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1 is commenced by delivery, not by filing* So, we

2 del iver the motion for leave and we del iver the

:; petition.. And I think in (3) we ought to êleliver

4. a certified or sworn COPY'l And that's all you

5 have to say _ You don l t have to put what you do

6 with it because in (a) it says, "by deliverLng to

7 the clerk the following.d Take out of (c) and

8 just make that a (3) "a certified or sworn eopy.~

9 PROFESSOR BDGARi Yes.

10 CHAIRMAN SOULBS: And then -- letts

11 just -- through exhibits. And tben make --

12 PROFESSOR EDGAR: What are you going

13 to nominate that paragraph?

14 CHAIRMAN SOULES i 19m not going to

15 nomina te any thing because it's number (:; ) ..,

16 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Okay..

17 CHAIRMAN SOt1LESi (1) is¡ a motion for

18 leave, (2) is petition. (3) is the ordering of
19 exhibits, and (4) is pay your costs.
20 PROFESSOR EDGAR~ au t you l re not gOing

21 to nominate it as anything like the "motion- or
22 "petition"?
23 CHAI RMAN SOULES J No, 19m going to do

24 it just like (3), which really dOesn't have a

25 caption because they l re combined as one thing..
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1 PROFESSOR EDGAR. And then (4) will be

2 your copies?

3 CHAIRMAN SOULES; No, because (h)
4 needs to be -- this needs to be (h), what Justice

5 Wallace has shown us here, because that tells what

6 means -- wbat you del iver when you del ive r tbe

7 petition~ You deliver 12 copies to tbe Supreme

8 Court and three cop ies to tbe Court of Appeals.

9 And the word "file~ that's used in this proposal

10 is wrong, it's ~deliver..
11 So, all I'm going to -- let me just first
12 let.s clean up (2). One thing comes out of (2).

13 That's the second sentence in eel. I'LL put it
14 someplace else in a minute. (h). then, gets
15 changed. And it says, "Three copies of the
16 motion, petition and brief shall be delivered to
17 the clerk of tbe Court of Appeals when the
18 petition is delivered to that clerk.ll
19 MR. MCMAINS: But, Luke, you're
20 leaving under the petition bow many of th$motions
21 are to be delivered. That's all I'm saying.
22 PROFESSOR EDGAR: It really OUght to
23 be separate because, as you now have it, you bave
24 it under petition but actually you 

Ire talking

25 about the motion. petition and the brief. That. s
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1 why I thought it ought to be a separate number..

2 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yes.. Okay.. So,
3 that would be a -- tbat would become a (3)..

4 121 Ca) ....
5 PROFESSOR EDGAR: (4), because (3)
6 the sentence, you bave already taken out in (c)..

7 CHAIRMAN SOULES ~ Yes, except -- but I

8 think this one becomes (3).. This On. is (3) and

9 it says, ~Three copies of the motion, petition and

10 brief ishall b. delivered to the clerk of the Court

11 of Appeals when the petition is delivered to that
12 c I e r k . I f the pet i t i on i s de live red to the c 1 e r k
13 of the Supreme CourtR -- "when the petition," is

14 that better? .When the petition i. delivered to
15 the clerk of the Supreme Court...
16 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Either one.
17 CHAIRMAN SOULES i -Twelve copies of

18 the petition shall be delivered to the clerk of
19 that court."
20 PROFESSOR DORSANEO; Just say 12
21 copies.
22 CHAIRMAN SOULES: "Twelve copies shaii

%3 be delivered"?
24 PROFESSOR DORSANEOI Uh-huh. It ha.
25 to be clear.
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1 CHAIRMAN SOULES; "Shall be
2 delivered," period. Tbat.s (3). (4:), then, would.
3 be, without any italics -- I guess you could

4 italicize "tbe record.~ Would tbat be helpful?

5 PROFBSSOR EDGAR; Ob, I don l t know

6 the tit w 0 u 1 d ..

7 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: I think it would,

8 you know..

9 CHAIRMAN SOULES # What?
10 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i I think it would

11 be a good idea f "the record.."
12 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Okay.. (4). then.

13 would say U record."
14 PROFESSOR DORSAMEO: Or exhibits..

15 PROFESSOR EDGAR: But, you see, you're

16 talking about certified or sworD copies of orders
17 and other relative exhibits.
18 CHAI RMAN SOULES i Bu t tha t l s wha t the

19 record is looked at -- what if we call --
20 PROFESSOR DORSANEOI Documents.
21 CHAI aMAN SOULES i if we ca 11 the
22 certified or sworn copy of the order compiained of

23 and other relevant exbibits"records" for purposes
24 of identifying it as something? Would that be a

25 mischaracterization of what it is?
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1 M~. MCMAINS. No. That is what it
2 is"
3 PROFESSOR DORSANEO¡ Let's call it
4 "record" and instead of saying exhibits ea11 ....

5 say something else. Say -documents" or "matter."

6 or Øitems.u

7 PROFESSOR BDGAR; "Relevant
8 documen ts" U

9 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Do we ever have

10 anything other than documents, Judge. on

11 mandamu s ?

12 MR. MCMAINS. Well, you sometimes have

13 a -- well, I don't know what you tbink of a

14 document as -- but you include in that a
15 transcription of testimony or whatever.
16 PROFESSOR EDGAR: That would be a
17 document"

18 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Because exhib i ts

19 might be a narrow word for adoption. We're
20 talking about Changing "order complained of and

21 other relevant exhibits" to .order complained of
22 and other relevant documents.u

23 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Exhibits
24 suggested, it l s flat gone to something"
25 MR. MCMAINS i Well, it can be
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1 actually, but it --
2 CHAIRMAN SOULES; And tbe exbibits
3 sbould be bound, sbouldn' t they?

4 MR. j)ICMAINS: Well iinow we are getting

5 into another problem~ Here'. our file, Judge.

6 CHAIRMAN SOULES: And other relevan t

7 exhibits, okay. And tben (5) will be what is now

8 (3) ~ I guess we can italicize ~deposit.. And

9 then we will have it uniformity, if that's

10 important.
11 MR. TI NDALL : Don't we have the same

12 problem, Luke, over in habeas corpus?

13 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Well, let me
14 stop. I have two things to suggest.

15 CHAIRMAN SOULES # Okay,. Now, that
16 will be a general scheme. Let's shoot at it.
17 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i One thing tha t we

18 could doi instead of getting into binding and all
19 of that, we could say together with table of

20 contents on the record that contains these
21 documents, if the Court wants one. I imagine good
22 lawyers are gOing to
23 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Let's don't even
24 start on that.
25 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: All right.
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1 Forget that.. Second suggestion" what about

2 serv ice? Do we want to have the other par , the

3 real party in interest, to get a copy of the
4 record?
5 CHAIRMAN SOUL IS i Well, how do you

6 that, Rusty? You do that mare than probably some

7 of you say. Do you send a copy On the record to

8 the opposite party?

9 MR. MCMAINS: As wha t prac tical matter

10 I do. I don't think there is any requirement of

11 it anymore than there is a requirement of tbe

12 service of the record of the statement of facts or
13 a transcript.
14 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Should we make ita

15 requirement here because we can? We l re going to

16 be changing something. We could just aay where it
17 says .service (h), ~ "shall properly aerve upon
18 respondent each real party a copy of the motion,
19 petition and brief...' Shall we say l'motion,
20 petition, brief and record"? I imagine you would

2 1 wan tit i fit f a com i ng a t you..

22 MR", MCMAINS: Yeah, because you. re

23 dealing with such a quick action.
24 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yeah, petition,
25 brief and record. That's a good suggestion.
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1 Okay. Anything else on this? Do we hear a motioD

2 that it be -~ and I'm going to rewrite this and

3 send this to everybody.. And thank gOOdness aadley

4 saved me from a lot of bad stuff that would have

5 been in tbis blue book. giving .e his co.... on
6 some earlier stuff. So, this will be coming out.

7 Everybody can review it before it ever goes to the

a Supreme Court. Bu t anyway, if ¡ can get it as

9 I've stated it, all in favor show by hands. Those

10 opposed? Okay. That's unanimouslY approved.

11 PROFESSOR DORSANEOi What about habeas

12 corpus? I don e t want to go --
13 MR. TINDALL: We're going to do the
14 same change on habeas corpus.

15 PROFESSOR OORSANEO; au t I don l t see

16 anything in habeas corpus about
17 PROFESSOR EDGAR: But it doesn't have

1 a the same thing in it, though, Harry",

19 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Where are the
20 rules?
21 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: 120..
22 PROFESSOR EDGAR: 120, TRAP 120.
23 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Harry, if you will
24 make a fix on that as you think it sbould be and
25 send it to me, I'll send it out to everybody and
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1 ask the t they tell m. if they. re opposed.
2 MR~ TINDALLI Well, itl. just the ..me
3 thing in terms of all these exhibits. You only

4 want one copy, right. as opposed to 12 copies?

5 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Okay.. Will you help 

& me by writing it up and sending it tome?

7 MR. TINDALL: Yes. If I can get
8 I em not sure what we finally voted on here today

9 in terms G1121. But it would be the same

10 problem, and the Court is hit with a ton of th.m~
11 CHAIRMAN SOULES i As soon as this is

12 drafted -- and Tina is gOing to start drafting on
13 this rigbt away. As soon as we can get it drafted
14 up, Illl send it to you.
15 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i We need to find

16 out the practice from the courts. tOG~ I mean,
17 what copies does the Court require? As I read
18 Rule 120, it doean't say anything about the
19 copies..
20 PROFESSOR EDGAR; I don't see anything

21 in here..
22 'ROFESSOR DORSANEO. So, it must be
23 dealt witb eitber by rule --
24 CHAIRMAN SOULES i You don. t see them

25 in habeas corpus..
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1 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i .. - by Rul e 4 _..

2 MR. TINDALL: You donlt?
3 PROPESSOR DORSANEOI ..- or not at
4 all 'A

5 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Yeah, you do see,
6 habeas corpus. Tbere J s no numerical requirement

7 here in either of tbe Court of AppealS Dr the

8 Supreme Court on habeas corpus ø

9 PROPBSSOR DOISANEO i ¡guess babe..
10 corpus a writ of right.. Maybe they somehow feel

11 that they sbouldn't be penalized by not baving tbe

12 right number of copies..
13 CHAIRMAN SOULES: If you send
14 something back to me, I'LL start circulating it
15 anyway..

16 MR. TINDALL i It e s no burning issue..
11 JUSTICE WALLACE; The problem -- the
18 clerk just got -- came up with this because she

19 sa id tbey had a coupl e peop 1 e come in be re tha t
20 bring U$ tbree copies and we need 12 to circulate
21 to everybOdy. I know it J S no problem -- there' s
22 the application for writ of habeas corpus.. They
%3 send 12 copies up and they submi tit to everybody
24 on the Court.
25 MR. TINDALL i Well, I will wi thdraw
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1 trying to plow througb something that ~s not a

2 problem~

3 PROFESSOR BLAKELY: If you' re about to

4 adj ourn --
5 CHAIRMAN SOULES i No, I lro not about to

6 adj ourn ~

7 PROFESSOR BLAKELY. All right. live
8 got a item.

9 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Is it a new item, a

10 change that we need to make?

11 PROFESSOR BLAKELY. Unless you covered
12 it yesterday, and stop me if you did, this would

13 be a motion to delete a Rule of Civil Procedure.
14 At Our last meeting, you will recall, on the
15 dead man -- the Court's instruction regarding the
16 dead man, which is contained in 182 ta) Rules of
17 Civil Procedure, we voted to put the essence of
18 that over in the RUles of Evidence at tbe end of
19 601 (b), Rules of Evidence 601 (b) i and the Court
20 has just done that this week $ So, 182 (a) Rules of
21 Civil Procedure is now completely excess baggage,

22 and i move to delete 182 ta), hThe Court shaii
13 instruct the jury on effect of Article 3716."
24 Strike that.
25 MR. TINDALL; I second that.
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1 PROFESSOR DORSANBO: It1s already in
2 the blue book, Newell ~

3 CHAIRMAN SOULES: That is in the long
4 form book and that action has been taken. And I

5 appreciate, though. your -- it'. in this book her.
6 and we've already taken action to repeal it.

7 PROFESSOR BLAKELY: To repeal it, all
8 rigbt..
9 CHAIRMAN SOULBS: In reliance -- that

10 we would see that~

11 MR. TINDALL: Well, Luke, 11m going to

12 renew it again.. We have at this meeting today
13 yesterday and today -- welve taken out 182 and
14 182 ta), two very important Rules of Evidence, .and
15 I think properly so.. They don't belong in these

16 rules.. Why are we retaining 184 and 184 (a)

17 amended in identical form that they are now over
18 in the Rules of Evidence?

19 CHAIRMAN SOULES. Well, we're going to

20 go to this book and we will be through here in an

21 hour and ten minutes.. So, we can clean that up
22 later, Harry, and I can go into the new rules and

13 those basic rules.. There are probably some reason
24 to leave them there another couple years.. They

25 are redundant.. There's no question about it.. But
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1 we really 40 bave important business here.

a Pirst I want to. before we go to that.
3 announce that we have now completely reviewed the

4 entire docket of this committee that it has

5 accumulated over at lea8 t three years and disposed

6 of every pending matter that we did not feel

7 needed to be referred and was subject to baing

8 referred to a la ter meeting. And those are very

9 few items.

10 And I thank everyone of you as seriously a.
11 I Can for -- it is an understatement to say thanks

12 and commend the work of you people on these

13 rules.. I canSt thank you enough for the support

14 that you.ve given us. I appreciate it.. Tom
15 Ragiand..

16 MR. RAGLAND: A point of
17 clarification. procedurally. do I understand that
18 except for tbose rules which have been
19 specifically tabled Dr referred for further study,
20 that welre not going to rehash anything else. or

21 if anybOdy wants to propose a rule, they have to

22 start from scratch?
23 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Start over again.

24 tbatSs right.. Our docket is current.. We will go
25 through the ~ranscript and identify every matter
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1 tbat was referred to a subcommittee to an interim

2 subcommi t tee. We will package those i tams ànd

3 send them to the bead of that interim

4 subcommittee, and it will be only those that were

5 specifically tabled.
6 MR. RAGLAND. Would it be feasible,
7 Luke, to make some suggestion as to the format

8 that people make these requests in? For example,

9 some of tbis stuff comes in on these little

10 reduced tbings that have been copied six times and
11 are practically impossible to read. You can' t
12 control how itis going to come in, but if word got
13 out to, you know, people who are interested in

14 making suggestions, that if we could have some
15 uniform format, suggested format, it sure migbt
16 make it easier on old people like me whose eyes
17 are failing.
18 CHAIRMAN SOOLESI When it comes
19 through the COAJ tbey use the right form. When

20 tbey come from everywhere, we really can't control
21 tbe form they come in. But my first action when I
22 get a request is to send it to a subcommittee -- a
23 standing subcommittee chairman with instructions
24 to reduce the request for a proposed rule cbange,

25 whether they like it or not, and get it in the
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1 form that you saw Bill' s rules.
2 So, from now 01'11 if the subcommittee chairmen

3 follow instructions and do what they're asked to

4 do, by the time a matter hits tbis table, there
5 will be a proposed rule drafted in form.

6 MR. RAGLANDi Well, maybe that l s the

7 solution, then. is to have an internal format that
B when itis redrafted that it COm.. in -- ¡ would
9 like to know, for example, when a rule comes in as

10 proposed by A subcommittee cbairman I would

11 like to know where it came from and some basis for

12 the rule than just having a piece of paper with
13 the proposed rule changes on it.
14 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Well, you've got
15 everything that has ever been received by this
16 committee in the interim in your book. I don$t
17 have anything else. You.ve got all the letters,
18 everything; the reports of the subcommittees..
19 Now, the more we get the more you.ll get.
20 MR.. BRANSON: What Tom is suggesting,

21 if we' re going to take it up, what if you had just

22 a standard form that says "origin of request,
23 problem addressed. recommendation"?

24 MR.. RAGLAND: Yes. If the
25 subcommittee chairmen could be suggested to do
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1 tbat, it may betao much -.you know, it may be

:2 too much of an administrative problem and I don't

3 think we ought to be subj ec t to sanctions if tbey

4 don1t, but just in the interest of uniformity -.
5 c;aAI RMAN SOULES: I '11 see if we can ' t

6 .- well, we'll produce a proposed form. We've

7 done that. All tbe subcommittee chairmen that we

8 have were sent an example of how rules were to be

9 prepared for our consideration. About half of

10 tbem got done tbat way.

11 MR. MCMAINS: Luke?
12 CHAIRIIiIAN SOULES: Rus ty..

13 MR. MCMAINS: Can I make a
14 recommendation that we, in essence, adopt for 4n
15 internal operating procedure, which I think will
16 perhaps expedite our business solutions, wbicb is
17 tbat we -- and I think it i S probably the
18 subcommittees chairman's respondent, because what

19 they sbouid do -- what we should be doing is
20 distilling the request, seeing if we think they
21 have merit. And welre enforcing a position to
22 either recommend Dr rej ect or recognize there i s a

23 problem and attempt to do something about it..
24 It would seem to me to facilitate it.. And
25 this committee should act first on tbose in which
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1 the subcommittee cbairmen believe there is

2 some thing tha t should be done,* And if the

3 subcommittee determines tbat probably there isn l t

4 any probiem, or tbe problem has beeD fixed, or it

5 shouldn' t be done, if that were contained in a

6 separate docket of that subcommittee -- in otber

7 words, either ODe has to

8 MR. RAGLAND: There.s a checklist on
9 the bottom down there, you know, of priority.
10 MR. MCMAINS: But the point is that
11 you can do it by priority that way~ When the
12 subcommittee people have reviewed it and

13 determined that there is a problem, and then the
14 people have determined tha t there isn. t a problem,
15 and the primary responsibility of the other
16 members of the committee should be when you

17 when the subcommittee has acted and said. well,

11 this isnet a problem. They.ve got to docket those

19 and you get that out with sufficient notice.
20 Unless somebody else on the committee thinks that

21 there really is a problem there. you ought to just
22 go through and unanimousiy reject or not take up
23 those issues that have already been filtered
24 througb and deal with the ones people perceive to
25 be a problem area.
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1 CHAIRMAN SOULES i I'll do something

2 like that, but I think you probably already

3 perceive tbe response We feel ~- everybooy feels

4 to the peopl e tha t send them in ~ I 00 not want to

5 reduce to second-class reques ts .... requ.$$ ts tha t a
6 subcommi t tee be rej eC teo ~ I want tbem to be on

7 equal footing with the requests that the

8 subcommittee feels should be approved when they

9 hit our table so that the full committee get.

10 everything on full footing, but also has the
11 benefit of tbe recommenoation of the subcommittee

12 and its reasoning.
13 Okay~ I need to appoint subcommittees for

14 the interim and to get on with this blue book. We
15 have new members, ano Justice Wallace can announce

16 who they are. Regrettably, Jim Kronzer has
17 resigneo, ano Nat Wells bas resigned~ And I know

18 tbat we want to bave some resolution recognizing

19 their service, as well as Judge Woods who resigned

20 some time ago.

21 MR. MCMAINS: Are they just too bu.sy,

22 Luke?
2"3 CHAIRMAl-l SOULES ~ :i think they are

24 just too busy and maybe not as energetic towards

25 doing so many things as they used to be.
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1 MR \I BRANSON i Kronzer didn' t have any

2 problem., though, just too busy.

3 CHAIRMAN SOULES. No ODe expressed any
4 particular -- any dissatisfaction with the
5 committee that had any bearing on their

6 resignation. So, that's all I can say about it.
7 au t I know we' re go ins to mi.s a II three of those
8 people", TheySve done a lot of contributing over

9 the years.

10 PROFESSOR BLAKELY: Lukef Garland
11 Smi th --
12 CHAIRMAN SOULES. And Garland Smith.

13 PROFESSOR BLAKELY; -- has been trying
14 to resign and he did not want to participate in
15 the EvidenCe Subcommittee any longer.

16 CHAIRMAN SOULES: I believe his
17 resignation was accepted with JUdge Brown's.

18 Judge Brown was really on the committee a very

19 short time. But Garland Smith was the fourth one

20 who was -- has been on that a long time. So, I
21 will attempt to prepare some kind of a resolution
22 and circulate it to you-all recognizing tbeir
2~ service.
24 PROFESSOR OORSANDOI I think Mr. Wells

25 may bave been on the commi ttee since the time it
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1 was reconstituted in 1941.

2 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yeah.
3 PROFESSOR DORSANEO l He may have been

4 the longest serving member.

5 JUSTICE WALLACE: The Court bas
6 appointed three new members~ Whey are Elaine

7 Carison, who teaches procedure at South Texas;

8 Diana Marsball, a lawyer in Houston, and Ken

9 Fuller, who is a family law practitioner in
10 Dallas..
11 CHAIRMAN SOULES: okay. I need a
12 subcommittee chairman for rules 1 througb 14..
13 Judge Thomas -- you kno\'i, 18m just going to say it
14 like it is on and off the record -- ha. had little

15 attendance and baa not been responsive in drafting
16 wha t we need ø I need some he lp there.. Wbo do you

17 suggest?

18 PROFESSOR DORSANEO ~ F rank Branson..

19 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Pardon me?
20 PROFESSOR PORSANEO: Frank Branson..

21 CHAIRMAN SOULES i I J II f iad UB

22 somebody. then, on that.. .obviously, SamSparka

23 haB done yeoman (phonetic) service.. Tony iB a new

24 member.. I want to continue that.. We need a new
25 chairman in the 216 to 314 area.. ThOBe are the
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1 trial rUles~
2 Radley, I've asked you to take over the work

3 of KroDzer, aDd youbaveD. t told me one way or the

4 other \.¡bether you were willing to do that.. But

5 would you be willing, in lieu of that, to tak.
6 over Franklin Jones' work on trial rules?

7 PROFESSOR EDGAR. Weii. I tbought I
8 told you yesterday I would do that work. I

9 thought i did yesterday morning, but I will,

10 either one. It doesn't make any difference..

11 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Which would you be

12 more interested in?
13 PROFESSOR EDGAR: I don l t care.
14 Whatever..

15 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, these are
16 those extraordinary rules..
17 PROFESSOR EDGAR i I & Ll do wha tever ~

18 CHAIRMAN SOULES i You ougb t to have

19 your cboice since you've got some seniority.
20 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Well. I would rather

21 have tbe trial rules, but i don & t know anytbing

22 about any -- I iooked through tbose rules tbat
23 Kron2;er was responsible for and I've never had any
24 experience except teaching tbem.. But probably a
25 lot of other people are in the same boat..
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1 MR" MCMAINS i Wha t rules are those?

2 CHAIRMAN SOULES: 737 to 813.
3 PROFESSOR EDGAR i They S re all fore ible

4 entry, detainer, justice of the cs.
5 CHAIRMAN SOULIS i I sm going to assigD

6 those to Elaine Carlson sinCe she teaches them,

7 too, .and ask her if she will take that on"
I PROFESSOR EDGAR i I really think we S re

9 up to da te anyhow, because based on wha t we $ ve

10 done the last two days and what you sent me from

11 KroDzer, I don't think there is anything left
12 pending..
13 CHAIRMAN SOULES: There is nothing
14 left pending now" Harry has got a big job with a

15 bunch of assignments, but we can substitute
16 several -- we can cast different subcommittees, if
17 you wish"

11 MR" TINDALLI Whatever.. Weire pretty
19 current on items 315, or whatever, to 330.. Those
20 are sort of, I would think, put to bed for a
21 while" But that left all those RUles 14, 15. 16
22 to merge around with those service rules.. I
23 started this work with Sam on the serviCe rule,
24 but it ended up writing them

25 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay.. Let; s see
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1 here~ Now, Rusty -- no, Sill you bad 342 to 472.
2 ADd wbere are those now? Tbey' re in tbe Appellate

:; Rules '"

4 PROFISSOR DORSANDOI Appellate RUles.
5 MR, MCMAINS i They' re in tbe Appellate

6 Rules..

7 CHAIRMAN SOULIS. Is that all tbe
8 Appellate Rules? No, tbat's -- they were split

9 between ..- RU8ty, you had 474 to 515.

10 MR", MCMAINS i I had the Supre.. Court

11 and he had tbe Court of Appeals '"
12 CHAI RMAN SOULES i Can we .... a re the

13 TRAP rules divided?

14 MR. MCMAINS: They're divided,
15 actually, into three sections, if you leave out
16 original proceedings", I mean, they bave general
17 rules and then tbey have Courts of Appeals and

18 Supreme Court, which are really both, essentially,
19 similar rules. similar types of ruleS",
20 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i You know,
21 surprisingly, we've had relatively few problems
22 with tbem, And I think we've fixed most of them,
23 or have some otber things we can work on" 1: 'm

24 saying if you wanted to put me on something else,

25 I think that job is more Or less done for the
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1 foreseeable future..

2 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Well, Rusty, you

3 were telling me tbat the rules probably neeùed

4 some fine tuning..

5 MR. MCMAINS: Yeah.. Tbe re ares ome

6 probl.ms, which 11m sure that Judge Waiiace is

7 familiar with. He may get inquiries

a periodically. There are still some probl$ms in

9 tbe wording as well as tbe t.hrust.of Some of the

10 computation time rules t.hat. are botb in the
11 Appellate RUles and in tbe Civil Rules.

12 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: We've got

13 computation problems that are in both rule books,
14

"""inotice problem$.. We .v_always hadtbatproblem.
15 Even 21 (a) is not really a very $1004 iiotic rule.
16 MR. MCMAINSii We bave some problems

17 there in terms .... ina lot ofrespec ts because
18 some of our rules that reqUire things to be done
19 before some time.. And our computation r'Ule. don't
20 really deal at. all with how yo'Ucount backwards.

21 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i And

22 wi th hol i4ays and thing s of t.hat type. I t is very
23 difficult to get this worked out because it's
24 almost like mathematics, bigher matbematics.

25 calCUlUS problemsi it .eems like to ... They're
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1 very intractable problems, but they're not just

2 appellate prOblems..

3 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Rusty, will you take

4 the TRAP group of rules as a whole?

5 MR. MCMAINSi Sure.
6 CHAIRMAN BOULESi And, Billi will you
7 take over the discovery rules in the interim? And

8 I · i 1 assign -- I know you. re interested in tbat"
9 You told me, didn't you, that you wanted to look

10 at those rules as a whole?

11 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Yes.
12 CHAIRMAN SOULES; And I'LL have Tony
13 Sadberry take sometbing else.
14 MR. MCMAINS: In that -- yeah, in that
15 vein, a lot of things that I would be looking at
16 in the TRAP rules will probably apply in the early
17 rules, which may be Branson's area.

18 PROFESSOR DORSANEO:; Yeah, 1 through

19 -- that 1 through 14 includes the computation

20 rule..
21 MR. MCMAINS: Yeah. Well, 21(C) is
22 gone, sort of"
~r3 PROFESSOR OORSANEO J Well, somewhat

24 curiously 21 (a) is -- I mean, 21 (a), that notice
25 rul e i 8 up in the nex t see tion in the general
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1

:2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

rUles~ Well, not too curious, but -- it's almost

like Rules 1 through -- not 1 through 14, but 1

through 21 (a) It those general rules are almost a

package. Because sometimes you look and you say,

wait a minute, this one ought to bemoy from.-
back to the preceding see tion.

CHAIRMAN SOULIS i Well, we can all

communicate with ourselves wbere we think

reorgani~a tion ought to take place ~ Let § s see.
So. it will be Branson on 1 to 14; Sparks on 15 to

166 (a); Dorsaneo on 166 (b) to 215 (a); Edgar, 216

to 314, Harry Tindall 315 to 331, and then Rusty

will take all of what used to be 342 to 515. I wll
get Tony Sadberry to do the 523 and 591.

I need somebody to work on extraordinary writ

rules, execution and all tbat sort of thing, 592

to 734 ~ Have we got another law teacher on tbe

commi t tee?

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

PROFESSOR OORSANEO: Where did you pu t

Elaine?

CHAIRMAN SOULES i She l s the next

bunch ..

MR.. TINDALL. Ken Fuller is interested

in those rules because we have some problem in

family law.. You might he l S not even a member
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1 yet but ~-

2 CHAIRMAN SOULES: These extraordinary
3 writ rules tend to be very important when people

4 need them and Dot very interesting unless you have

5 to use them ø

6 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Who else is On the
7 commi ttee?

8 PROFESSOR PORSANEO i I recoilimendyou

9 give those to Blaine.

10 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Give these to Blaine

11 Carlson? Who's going to deal with those trespass
12 to try title and all those rules? If we don't get
13 a law teacber on those -- and your hands are
14 full..
15 PROFESSOR PORSANEO i Well, I have a
16 simple solution to that.
17 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Abol ish them?
18 PROFESSOR DORSANEO; Abol ish them.
19 MR" BRANSON: Is it my understanding,

20 Luke, that my subcommittee has reponsibilityfor
21 Rule I?
22 PROFESSOR PORSANEO i I think Texas is

23 the only jurisdiction that still let's you plead
24 the common law general issue in that one form of
25 actioD!I
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1 MR& BRANSON: Was it my understanding

2 you appointed me to chair a subcommittee of Rules

3 1 through 14?

4. CHAIRMAN SOULES; You volunteered for

5 that, didn't you?
6 HR. BRANSON: Dorsanea volunteered
7 me.. Was that anappoin tmen t?

8 CHAIRMAN SOULIS. Sir?
9 MR ~ BRANSON i Was tha t an
10 appointment?

11 MR. MCMAINS: It was made by
12 acciamation~

13 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Are you willing to
14 do that, Frank?
15 MR. BRANSON: I've always liked Rule 1

16 anyway..

1 7 MR .. T I ND AL L ; I fall e 1 s e fa i 1 s , you
16 cite that rule, right?
19 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Okay.. I need
20 somebody to work Oil these last rules. I guess no
21 one has any suggestions to who that might be.
22 I'LL just try to get someone..
23 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Well, Spivey has
24 been involved in a lot of oil and gaa litigation
2 5 lately" He oughtt.o know a lot about trespass to
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1 try title.
2 MR~ SPIVEYi No.
3 CHAIRMAN SOULES i All right. Now, I lm

4. going to identify the errors that I know of in

5 here so I can get you-all current with me.. On

6 Rule 8 in the -- from tbe bottom, countinG four

7 lines up, the reference to -and 21 (b)" sbould be

8 d~letedl not of 21 (b) ..
9 PROFESSOR EDGAR~ Wbat did we delete?
10 CHAIRMAN SOULES. You stop at 21 (a) --

11 PROFESSOR EDGAR; Oh, okay.
12 CHAIRMAN SOULES: -- and drop and
13 21 (b) "
14 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Just with RUle
15 21(a).,
16 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Tbat's right" And
17 then on 10

18 MR.. TINDALL: Luke, did you get that
19 error on 71
20 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Seven,
21"w i thdrawa 1, ll - - .. Appea ranee and \' i thdrawal " .,

22 CHAI RMAH SOULES i Okay"
23 MR" TINDALLi The rule doesnlt even
24 talk about that" Remember we

25 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yeah, I see thatøs
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1 where it was to be a rewrite and we didn $ t get the

2 rewr i te because we didn' t g.et a response f rOm the

:3 chairman jj

4 PROFESSOR EDGAR: There just is no
5 cbange then.

6 MR. TINDALL: We need to not make that
7 change at all jj
a CHAI RYAN SOULES: So ø we. re jus t not

9 going to have a change in tba tat al 1 jj

10 PROFESSOR EDGAR: SOt we will just
11 delete tbat page?
12 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yes, we will just
13 delete that page. On Rule 10 we've got that same

14 deletion of 21(b) from the last line. And then
15 counting up from the bottom where it says, seven.
16 where it says "state bar, ~ cap tbose, initial
17 caps, and add a ~Texas.n

18 PROFESSOR EDGAR: fiState Bar of Texas

19 number."

20 CHAIRMAN SOULES i And add the word

21 "identification, n whicb is the way we've used it
22 in other places. "State Bar of Texas
2) identif ication number. n

24 MR. BRANSON: How should it read,
25 Luke?
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1 CUAIRMAN SOULES: "State Bar of Texas

2 identification number",. And then go on down to

3 three 1 ines from tbe bQttom. This really deal s

4 with different circumstances than the first

5 sentence", This has to do wi tb when aot everybody

6 witbdraws. Tbis is when just the lead attorney

7 witbdraws, but it doesn't say that.. So, inSert

8 the following: uIf the attorney in charge

9 witbdraws" before the comma, -and other counsel

10 remain or become substituted~U

11 PROFESSOR EDGAR; ßAnd other counsel
12 r e ma in ø ?
13 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Right.. "Or become

14 substituted.." Under those circumstances another
15 counsel must be designated as attorney in charge..
16 It plays out.. You see. you made -- the ambiguity

17 there was that the lawyer couldn't withdraw unless
18 another iawyer took his place, and we wanted to
19 straighten that out..
20 Okay.. The next one on Rule 11, just
21 capitalize the Øn~ in Uno" at the beginning of the
22 sentence.. Then in Rule 16
23 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Just a minute.. What

24 did you capitalize?
25 CHAIRMAN SOULES: The "no.. U
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1 PROFESSOR EDGAR: But yo~ start out

2 "unless otherwiSe prov ided by these rules. "

3 HR. ~INDALL: That's eing taken out.
4 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Tha' s being added,

5 not stricken.
6 CHAIRMAN SOULES: That l s no change.

7 PROFESSOR DORSANEO; Tba t 's added. No

8 change.
9 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Once ,you strike it

10 out, those little dash lines, see, in Rule 10
11 CHAIRMAN SOULES i I'm sorry. Yeah,

12 that's rigbt. On Rule 18, "every officer,. we

13 should insert tbere "or au thor i~ed person. Ii Tha t
.,'"

i14 i~ intended for the record to include persoDs
15 authori~.d by court order and persons authori..d
16 by the law.
17 PROFESSOR DORSANEO. Do we need "and

18 precepts.?
19 MR. TINDALL: NQ.

20 MR. RAGLAND i Tha t l S in the statute

21 that requires aberiffs and constables to serye aii
22 writs and process. That's the only reason that's
23 in here that I can find. Tbat l s statutory
24 language.

25 MR. TINDALL: But .precept" is a
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1 subspecies of "process.."

2 MR.. RAGLAND; I don' t know what it

3 says but it.s in there.
4 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Okay.. Let $ s just

5 straighten up these probleins. Okay. And ¡ dontt

6 have them -.. that gets .... I'm just going to flip
7 quickly through and see if I have anything else

8 el se.. I think I may bave one or two more..

9 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: What, what?
10 CHAIRMAN SOULES. Tbere. s another one

11 back here.
12 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: I.ve got a lot of

13 commen ts..

14 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Everybody--
15 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Wait, wait wait..
16 "PROFESSOR DORSANEO II I've got a whole

17 buncb of comments..

18 PROFESSOR EDGARl He' s got a bunch of

19 comments.

20 CHAIRMAN SOULES * Okay.. Everybody

21 start marking because I think those are the end of

22 mine.
23 PROFESSOR EDGAR; I've already
24 marked.. I.ve got some.. Go ahead, Bill.. You go
25 first.
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1 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Letts just start
2 with the first -- does anybody _. what's the

3 earl iest rule somebody has got a problem with?

4 PROFESSOR DORSANEO II 18 (a) .

5 CHAIRMAN SOULES II 18 (a). Does au¥vue

6 have one before that? Okay. Let l s go to 18 (al .
7 PROFESSOR DORSANEO II Spell
8 nadmissible~ correctly.

9 PROFESSOR EDGAR II Where are you?

10 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Pa~.--
11 PROFESSOR EDGAR: What paragraph?
12 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Firs t paragraph

13 in the additional language, "such facts as would

14 be admissible," I-B-L-E. And I think the word
15 Ubased" can go in the next line, can't it?
16 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Yes. Okay.
17 Anything else? Who's got another rule?
18 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: I've got more.
19 CHAIRMAN SOULES:: Okay..
20 PROFESSOR DORSANEOii In (9) I do not

21 bel ieve tba t these government code
22 cross-references are accurate, because I think the
23 Court Administration Act is in the revised Civil
24 Statutes of 200a-l.
25 CHAIRMAN SOULES. 200a-l is spread all
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over the world. And if you want to find some old

language from it, you may b$ very lucky to find it

at all. It is just fragmented. so, I think we

ought to just put "pursuant to statute.n

PROFBSSOR DORSANEOI I would suggest

tbis: How about say "pursuant to tbe Court

Administration Actfi? That i s where it would be $
CHAIRMAN SOULES: I'm not sure -- is

all of 200a tbere?

PROFESSOR DORSANBO: It's 200a-l.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: I know, but there. s

a paragraph about that loog that' s been stricken.
PROFESSOR DORSANEO i It hasn' t .

CHAIRMAN SOULES: You say no?

PROFESSOR DORSANED: No. Tha t va s

enae ted in

MR. MCMAINS i It was enacted after the

code.
PROFESSOR DORSANEO i af ter tbe code

was written.. Aod it will be put in the code I

suspec t..

MR. MCMAINS: It is part of the code

by statute, but you don't know where it goes.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: IS all of the -.

ok.ay..
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PROFESSOR DoaSANEOI All of tbis stuff

-- this is

CHAIRMAN SOULES: To the Court

Administration Act..

PROFESSOR DORSANEO: '1he

Administration Act. '1hat's the--

CHAIRMAN SOULES: '10 the Court

Administration Act..

ru.l inMR.. TINDALL: :au t tbere

tbe governinent cod. that
PROFESSOR DORSANEO: They

but they don l t :mean anything because

Administration Act takes ca of ..

CHAI RMANSOULES:

the Governmen t Code, in ea.e

soinethiiig here? "Pursuant
Administration Aet and the Goveriunent

PROFESSOR DORSANIO: Wéll--

CHAIRMAN SOULIS: Or does he havé

powers under the Government Code?

MR. TINDALL: flUi!

Act I assure you --

PROFESSOR DORSANEO: The Court

Administration Act is going to undoubtedlY be piut

in the Government Code and not call 200a-1, that's
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1 going to be sections this and that.

2 CHAI RMAN SOULES: Okay.
3 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: I · m sure tha t · s

4 going to be how it' s done.

5 PROFESSOR EDGAR; Wha t do you propose

6 we do?
7 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Tha t we use the

B words -the Court Administration Act.-
9 PROFESSOR EDGAR; And make no
10 reference to tbe Government Code?

11 PROFESSOR OORSANEO: No numbers $

12 PROFESSOR EDGAR: And make no
13 reference to the Government Code?

14 PROFESSOR DORSANEO = Uh-huh $
15 CHAIRMAN SOULES: What else?
16 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Rule 30.
17 CHAIRMAN SOULESi RUle 30_ okay.
18 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i S igne r s,

19 endorsers -- all right. First of all, I would
20 strike ~title" and say .chaptern because the
21 Bu.iness and Commerce Code is divided into

22 Chapters.

t3 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Okay.
24 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Should we say
25 .chapters. singular or plural?
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1 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Wha t?
2 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Singular or plural

3 "chapter"? tiChapter" or ßchapters~'

4 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Chapter.
5 MR . MCMAINS . There.. only one chapter

6 dealing with a negotiable instrument.

7 CHAIRMAN SOULES. Okay"
8 PROFBSSOR DORSANEO i And I think that

9 we either -- I wish I had my UCC here" But I

10 think, instead of talking about bills and notes,
11 we should talk about commercial paper, whatever

12 Chapter 3 of the UCC Business and Commerce Code

13 entitles itself.
14 CHAI RMAN SOULBS i Okay"
15 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Then the other

16 problem that comes up is that this reference to
17 Section 17.001 of the Civil Practice and Remedies

18 Code ~- and by tbe way, I would reCommend

19 throughout tbeserules that we do not need to say
20 mTexas Civil Practice and Remedies Code.n I think

21 it is sufficient to say .Civil Practice aDd

22 Remedies Code- witbout using tbe word -Texas. as

i 3 we did with the Governmen t Code"

24 But I would recommend that we say in the

25 cases provided for by law or by statute rather
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1 than cross-referencing Section 17.001. because it

2 is only one of many statutes dealing witb tbis

3 problem.
4 For example, to point it up, S.ction 17.001

5 is not a provision tbat was moved frointbe

6 Business and Commerce Code to the Civil Practice

7 and Remedies Code. I t is a provision tbat was

8 mov.ed from the revised civil statutes dealing witb

9 the sam. subject matter as tbe subject matter

10 dealt with by the ucc-- :t can't fini.b tbis
11 sentence.
12 But I'm saying it is provided. for by statute
13 Dr by law because tbere are more than one statute
14

~.1
ithat deals with this question. Soin.arein tbe

15 UCC"
16 CHAZ RMAN SOULBS l So, you say

17 uprovidea for by lawu and strike th. ..etion
18 references.
19 PROFBSSOR DORIANEO: Ub-huh.

20 CHAI RMAN SOULES: All r igb t . Wha t

21 else?
22 MR. MCMAINS: Do you want to say "of

23 law" or "of statute"?
24 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well. are codes

25 statutes? I guess tbey are.
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1 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Yeah, I' d say

2 "statutes."
3 CHAI RMAW SOULES: fl S ta tu te"?

4 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: "S ta tu te. n

5 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Now, do you want to

6 put Texas in front of Business and Commerce Code?

7 You see, you

8 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: No. I don't

9 think we need to say "Texa s fl in f ron t of
10 anything.
11 CHAI RMAN SOULES: Okay. Wha t 81 s e?

12 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: On Rule 45, spell

13 "approximately" right.
14

",,'I

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Where?

15 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Where?

16 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Just turn the

17 page, the next page.
lS PROFESSOR EDGAR: Wbere, though, on

19 the next page?
20 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: "On paper

21 measuring approximately."

22 MR. MCMAINS: It's the underlined.

23 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Yeah, I'm always

24 -- 11m really only looking at the -- 11m sorry, I

2 5 will make i tel ear e r .
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1 CHAIRMAN SOULES# Reverse the .L~ and
2 the"Eh?
3 MRG TINDALLt That's it.
4 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay. What.s next?
5 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Now, on RUle 86
6 -- pardon me, 87 $

7 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay ~
8 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i You can rule me

9 out of order on this, but a number of times Rusty

10 and I volunteered to redraft paragraph (b) of Rule
11 87 G We were di rec tad to do it over and over
12 again. I think there is a simple way to solve the

13 problem, at least to improve the situation, by
14 doing these things: Putting a period after ~cause
15 of action."
16 CHAIRMAN SOULES: In the second line.

17 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: In the second
18 line. Striking the word "but," capitalizing

19 "the, ~ and having that sentence beginning with
20 "the," as capitalized, end with "pleadings,"
21 period, striking "by" in the fourth line and
22 capitalizing "wben," such that the first two
23 sentences read as follows:
24 "It shall not be necessary for a claimant to
25 prove the merits of a cause of action,H period.
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1 "The existence of a cause of action wben pleaded

2 properly sball be taken as established as alleged

3 by the pleadings," period.

4. Then the next sentence, ØWhen the claimant's

5 venue allegations are, ~ and I would reverse

6 .specifically. and Pdenied" and say øare denied

7 specifically,. comma.,llthe pleader is required to

8 support bis,. and I suggest tbis: Delete the

9 word. .pleading tbat the cause of action or a part

10 thereof accrued in the county of suit,. and
11 substitute for those words .venue allegations."
12 Such the sentence read. this way i .When the
13 claimant's venue allegations are denied
14 specifically,. comma, "the pleader is required to
15 support hi. venue allegations by prima facie proof
16 as provided in paragraph (3) of this rule..
17 I think tha t 81 imina tes wha t we have been

18 trying to el iminate in terms of an ambiguity on
19 this issue for a period of about two years..

20 CHAIRMAN SOULES i If that takes
21 discussion. we l re not going to be able to spend
22 muc~ time on it.. If it's okay does tbat
23 require discussion?
24 !llR" MCMAI NS i I · m no t - - it l S not a
25 substantive cbange. I'm not confident that it
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1 fixes the problem. but it probably improves it.

2 CHAIRMAN SOULES~ Okay iO We'll do
3 those cbanges.

4 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Row are you going to
5 do that except -- unless you make it plural?

6 PROFESSOR DORSANE03 ~The. ~
7 PROFESSOR BDGARa Everything else has

8 been singular.

9 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i ~The. n
10 CRAI RYAN SOULES l The venue
11 allegations. Okay. What's next?
12 PR.OFESSOR EDGAR.: '.The venue

13 allegationsh?
14 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Uh-huh $
15 PROFESSOR EDGAR: And then you pick
16 up --
17 MR. MCMAINS: Wait a minute. Do you
18 want --
19 PROFESSOR EDGAR i Nha t hav. you
20 deleted then?
21 MR. MCMAINS i Do you want ~th." or

22 "suchll?
23 PROFESSOR EDGAR i Yeah, "the" can be

24 either..
25 MR. MCMAINS. Well, because you don't
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1 want to say tba t if they deny .X, n you have to

2 prove .X. and .Y..

3 PROFESSOR OORSANEOi "The claimant's."
4 CHAIRMAN SOULES; In tha t same
5 sentence we talk about the claimant.

, MR. MCMAINS: Ho. -Wben tbe claimant' s

7 venue allegations are specifically denied, pieader

8 is required to support such venue allegations.ß

9 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: I don l t like

10 .such" but let' s use it.
11 CHAIRMAN SOULES: One minute here.
12 Let's go.
13 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Nows what have we
14 deleted nowa .such venue allegations,. and then
15 we .ve struck
16 CHAIRMAN SOULESi -By prima facie
17 proven,," Go right to Boy prima facie proven. in
18 the next line. Okay. Anybody that l s got a Dote

19 as we're turning, just raise them as w. go.
20 PROFESSOR DORSANEOI The next on. I
21 have is Rule 145.
22 CHAIRMAN SOULES = Anybody got one

23 between where we were and 145? Okay, 145.

24 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: And I have,
25 really, just stylistic things bere, and X don't
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know, maybe! missed a meeting or whatever.
MR. MCMAINS: You have the "Texasß in

the Rule 113 again, eivil Practice Remedies Code.

PROFESSOR DORSA.EO i Yeah, that 9 s

everywhere. All of Jeremy Wicker's suggestions

include the word "Texas. fi

CHAIRMAN SOULIS. Okay. Tbis is on a

word processor. We'll look for "Texas. and cap

fiT" in the style of the code and delete it

wherever it appears.

PROFESSOR DORSANEO: I can go through

this quickly, Luke, 145, if you want to.

CHAIRMAN SOULES. Okay.

PROFESSOR DORSANEO. The second

sentence in the new .atter, "The party who is

unable to afford cost is defined as a person"

do we want to say -- we obviously don't want to

say .who was presenting receiving.. I would

suggest deleting the word .presenting..

CHAIRMAN SOULES. It's supposed to be

sently," It's .presently receiving" it.

PROFESSOR DORSANEO i It' s unnecessary

to say .presently receiving" it. !f you're

receiving it you're receiving it presently.

You're not receiving it later.

.
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1 CHAIRMAN SOULES it All right '"

2 PROFESSOR DORSA.EO ~ And I would
3 change the word "government~ to figovernmental.~

4 'rhat' s jU.st a grammarian' $ notes!l

5 CHAIRMAN SOULES: All rigbt.
6 PROFESSOR DORSANEO ~ And then tbe las t

7 sentence on that first paragraph, I would suggest

8 saying "~n the manner presCribed by this rule-

9 ra ther than · in the herein prescr ibed procedure","

10 CHAIRMAN SOULES: In the manner ~~
11 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: "Prescribed by
12 this rule.~ And tbat's the next
13 PROFESSOR EDGAR: "Prescribed" or
14 "described, U did you just say?
15 CHAIRMAN SOULBS: Prescribed.
16 PROFESSOR EDGAR: n In the manner
17 prescr ibed by this rule"?
18 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Uh-huh.
19 CHAIRMAN SOULES$ All rigbt. Whatis
20 next?
21 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: In the second
22 1 in. of procedure, could we change the word
23 "accord" to "provide"? "Upon the filing of the
24 affidavit, tbe clerk shall docket the action,
25 issue citation and provide such other customary
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1 services.~ Fourth liDe, ~theM needs to be spelled

2 correc tly.
3 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Okay.
4 PROFESSOR DORSANEO i In the next
5 sentence I'm having trouble. Mlf the Court shall

6 find at the first regular bearing in the COurse of

7 the action,. wby does that -- why is language -- I

8 suggest we strike that language.

S PROFESSOR BDGARI But you say -if the
10 Court finds.- Just -if the Court finds at the
11 first regular hearing."
12 PROFESSOR DORSANEOI And, again,
13 .'governmental "li And "governmen tal ll throughou t. I
14 don l t know whether -- I may have gotten tired of
15 editing this by the time I got to tbe next page.
16 I think those are the major probiems.

17 CHAIRMAN SOULES. -If the Court shall
18 find that the party is able to afford cost, the
19 party shal i pay the cost". Okay"
2 0 PROFESSOR EDGAR i How is the sen tence

21 going to read now, Luke?

22 CHAIRMAN SOULES. "If the Court shall
23 find that the party is able to afford cost, the
24 party shall pay the cost in the action".
25 MR. RAGLAND i Isn't the point of this
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1 rule trying to avoid having a special hearing on

2 inability to pay costs and trying to get it at the
3 first regular hearing in the case? ISn't that

4, what -- the reason for tbis language here.

5 CHAIRMAN SOULES: I don e t know.. See,

6 I think the reason at tbe first regular hearing in

7 the course of tbe action, tbat that's -- that was
8 made to be punitive. Because wbat follows is that

9 that party who filed an affidavit of inability ha.
10 been found to be lying, then he's stuck with the
11 cost~ That takes away the Judge's discretion to
12 charge the cost of the action to another party
13 even if that party wins. That's what this says.
14 I think that's why that was tagged. It had
15 to be done at the fir8t regular hearing.. After
16 that. the cost would be assessed wherever..

17 MR.. RAGLAND: Well, if we take out the

18 language about the first regular hearing, do we
19 reverse back to the Old practice of Where they
20 contested the pauper's oath before you can do
21 anything?

22 CHAIRMAN SOULES i: No, just anywhere

23 along the line that the Court finds tbat the party
24 can pay costs, he gets stuck. ap, if he gets to
25 where he can pay costs, he better withdraw, I
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1 guess, his affidavit.
2 ~iR. MCMAINSi Did you find on the last

3 sentence in that Rule 145 .. did you-all fix that
4 "Dr"? I don't know what it's there for. ~Except

5 with leave of court. nO further step. Ln the

6 action or will be taken~ -- I don't _.
7 CHAIRMAN SOULESi I'm inclined just to

8 to leave that sentence "If the Court shall find"

9 the way it is, because that's been given some

10 study. It's got a set point in time and we don't

11 have time to redo it. We're changing it
12 substantively at this point with Bill's
13 suggestion. So, I want to leave that alone if
14 that's okay.'
15 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: It's crazy,
16 though.

17 CHAI RMAN SOULES & We ll, I know, bu t

18 you can l t unders tand it" Okay. What l s nex t?
19 MR. HCMAINS. Do you see what I'm
20 saying, Luke?

21 CHAIRMAN SOULES: 11m sorry.
22 MR. HC!tIAINBI Is the "or" out? What
%3 did we do?
24 CHAIRMAN SOULES :; Where?

25 MR. MCMAINS: 145, the last sentence
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1 on that page that begins with ~except.~ It says

2 ~no further steps in the action or will be
3 taken.. Tha t .or- --
4 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Tha t e s not supposed

5 to be there. .Will be t.ken.~ Thank you. Okay.

6 What's next?

7 'ROFESSOR DORSAREO; Rule 161 bas that
8 same problem that 1701 had in the other place~

9 PROFESSOR EDGAR: We just said there
10 "by statute~~
11 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: ~ Prov idea by

12 statute.. Whenever we have princ ipal obl igor and

13 secondary obligor, we implicate a lot of statutes.
14 not jus t t his one.
15 CHAI RMAN SOULES: Okay.
16 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: All right.
17 Thates the same problem again in Rule 163.

18 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Okay. .Provided for
19 by statute." Okay.
20 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: And if the Court

21 wants. we could write comments to say -- you can
22 drive yourself crazy because it starts to list all
i3 the statutes to deal with it. so I'm going to take

2 4 t ha t b a c k .
25 CHAIRMAN SOULES; Okay.
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1 MR. MCMAINS i I don't think 115 (a) was

2 supp~sed to cbange anything. If the underl iDed

3 portion doesn i t have an error in it, we don l t have
4 to worry about it? I was just curious.

5 CHAI RMAN SOULES 3 Tha t 's r igh t"

6 MR" MCMAINS i Okay"
7 MR" RAGLAND i I have a question about

8 168 paragraph 7, the last phrase, the last

9 paragraph, ~true copy of each shall be promptly

10 f il ed in the Clerk l s of f ice together with prOof of
11 service"u Does that still require the originater
12 of interrogatories to file those blank
13 interrogatories with the clerk and then responses
14 coming back be filed also? You bad a lot of
15 diSCUSsion about --

16 MR" MCMAINS i That's not a change,

i 7 though"

18 MR" RAGLAND: Well, it's not a change,

19 but we had a lot of discussion about the necessity
20 of filing interrogatories and then the rule
21 requ~rLng tbat the answers be made right under the
22 questions in filing those, too..
2) CHAIRMAN SOULES i Well ø we voted not

24 to change it"
2 5 MR" RAGLAND: Okay"
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CHAI RMAN SOULES: Okay. Nex t 1

PROFESSOR DORSANEO i I don l t have

anything until 215 $

MR. RAGLAND i ~here' 8 a typo on 205.

CHAIRMAN SOU.LES II Is there a typo on

2051 Where is it, Tom? Thanks.

MR. RAGLAND i Five lines from the

bottom, ~sued, n I think it should be "used."

It looks like it,
~hen the nex tone

CHAIRMAN SOULES II

doesn't it? Thank you. Okay.

is 215, Bill1

PROFESSOR DORSANEO: Uh-buh ft

CHAIRMAN SOULES; I.ve got one on

206..

PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Okay..

CHAIRMAN SOULES: We've got -- let's

see.. In the underl ined portion, the last line of

the underlined portion, where it says ucopy,. that

word should come au t.

MR.. MCMAINS: Do you wan t to pu t in

there "transcripts"?
PROFESSOR EDGARI Tbat should be

~dep08ition transcripts.. ~

MR.. TINDALL; In both places..

CHAIRMAN SOULES. nThe original of the
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1 deposi tion transcript $ ~

2 MR. MCMAINS: Why don l t we just say

3 .preparing the original deposition transcript,.
4 We don't need any other

5 CHAIRMAN SOULES ~ "The or ig inal of the

6 deposition transcript,. thatls good. Okay. What

1 else on that? Something elsel

8 PROFESSOR EDGAR; Well, 206 really
9 sbould start off by .certification of the officer

10 shall certify on the deposition transcript.ß
11 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay.
12 MR. TINDALL: That bleeds through
13 every sentence.
14 PROFESSOR EDGAR: That's rigbt.
15 PROFESSOR DORSANEO= They just have to

16 get your thing out of the other book and compare.
17 CHAIRMAN SOULES i We III do tha t l

18 PROFESSOR EDGAR: I would say that it

19 is a true record. I wouldn't repeat that
20 deposition again.
21 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay.
22 PROFESSOR EDGAR i And the same thing

23 is true OD 207. We should be USing .deposition

24 transcripts in court proceedings..
25 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Okay l
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PROFESSOR DORSANEO = Do we wan t to say

in tha t sen tence tha t beg ins "further.. 'i the
bracketed underl ined sentence at the bottom of

eal. "the evidence rules. -- "further the evidence

rule8 shall be applied." Is that the way we want

to say it? For 80m. reason that bothers me..

PROFESSOR EPGAR: Tbe ruleS of

ev idence..

PROFESSOR DORSANEOi I like -rules of

evidence" better.

PROFESSOR EDGARi Yeah, I do, too..

CHAIRMAN SOULES i Okay. Sbould we cap

them?

PROFESSOR EDGAR:

CHAIRMAN SOULES i

Yeah.

Ar. we talking about

the rul as of ev idence capped Or xul es of ev idence

inclusive of any that are not in the Texas Rules

of Evidence? I guess small letters.
PROFESSOR DORSANEO i I'rn happy with

the small letters.

CHAIRMAN SOULES. Okay..

PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Al though big

letters are used in (2) OD the next page.

CHAIRMAN SOULES i Okay..

PROFESSOR BLAKELY. Let me stop you.
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CHAI RMAN SOULES,$

PROFESSOR BLAKELY:

Okay, s top me..

I bel ieve those
are going to be the Texas Rules of Civil

Evidence..

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Why don't we just

say the little ~r~ rules of little ~e" evidence

and let somebody else figure out what they are?

PROFESSOR DORSANEO; They might be

called Irish Schwartz (phonetic) next year..

CHAI RMAN SOULES: We S 11 del e te tha t,

okay"

PROFESSOR DORSANEO i Are we on 215?

CHAr RMAN SOULES: 207 " Now, we i ve go t

some changes that we i re going to incorporate from

today's meeting. We've gotten a lot of good input

from Hadley there.. And 208 as well" Okay, 215.

PROFESSOR DORSANEO i I don l t know

whether that says Mofferoru there or not, but I

would suggest saying "party offering" or some such

words rather than "offeror,," It seems clumsy..

CHAIRMAN SOULBS. ~Theparty offering

the ev idence," okay"

PROFESSOR EDGAR: "The party offering

the ev idenc e"?

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yes"
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1 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: ¡ don't have
2 anything until Rule 214.

3 PROFESSOR EDGAR~ ~Objectionable. is

4 spelled wrong.

5 CHAIRMAN SOULES. And where is tbat?
6 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: We went to 274,
7 bu t does anybody have anything in between?

8 iilR.. RAGL.AND i Typo on 273 It

9 CHAIRMAN SOULESi Where is that. Tom?
10 MR. RAGLAND i The second from tbe
11 bottom, "apart from.~
12 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Thank you.
13 PROFESSOR EDGARI 274, second line
14 should be ~objectionableß rather than
15 "obj ectional ó ~
16 CHAIRMAN SOULES. Objection, A-B-L-E..

17 Right. Or is that an hi"?
18 PROFESSOR DORSANEOI "Ah..
19 PROFESSOR EDGARI 275 caption should
20 be "Charge- rather than .Special Submission.- In
21 other words. that charge read before argument..
22 PROF ESSOR DORSANEO i Cou 1 d we back up

23 to 274 one second? Would it be all right with
24 everyone to take the words .shall be deemed"
25 before the word .waived" and just substitute
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1 nis~? ~Any complaint as to a question, charge,

2 definition or )nstruct1on on account of any

3 aefec t, omission or faul t in pieading,. do we want

4 to reta in the Old language P shal 1 be deemed

5 waived," orihould we just say "is waived unless

6 specifically included in the objections"?

7 CHAIRMAN SOULIS: "IsP is a more
8 direct word~ Rusty, do you see any problem with

9 that? Okay. Strike "shall be deemed" and insert

1 0 " is. · Ok a y .
11 PROFESSOR IDGAR: Then 275 we change
12 that -- now, somehow RUle 276 fell through the

13 cracks here $
14 CHAIRMAN SOULES ¡¡ Where did it go?

15 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Wel l, I sen tit to

16 you. I don't know what you did -- in fact, I
17 po in ted eu t when I sen tit back to you tha tit
18 wasn't included and it still iinlt in here.
19 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, I didn i t know

20 what we did with it.
21 PROFESSOR DORSANBO i You iC rewed up

22 twice.
23 CHAIRMAN SOULES: It will be in there

24 next time. lOll send it to you right away.
25 PROFESSOR EDGAR; Just make a note.
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You t ve got it somewhere because .... but it n..d. to

be included here.. And the next one, then., I

have -..

MR.. TINOALLi Luke, youS"egot the one

I proposed on 271..

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yes..

MR.. TINDALL: The caption being --

CHAIRMAN SOULIS i The caption should

be "Submission to the JuryU instead of nSpeciai

Issues to the Jury" -- or ~Interrogatories to the

Jury.. fj

PROFESSOR EDGARI Yeah..

CHAIRMAN SOULES i fiSubmissioD to the

Jury," and that i s what you-all said.. We messed up

when we typed it..

PROFESSOR EDGAR =

CHAIRMAN SOULES:

PROFESSOR EDGAR.

CHAIRMAi" SOULES i

Okay"

Okay..

And then

Hadley was very

grac ious in giving me a lot of input on here. I

didn' t have it exac tly right. I thank you for

t ha t .

PROFESSOR EDGAR. Thatls all right..

On 295 --

CHAIRMAN SOULES i Did we get
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1 everything in there?

2 PROFESSOR EDGARa Well, I just glanced

3 at it quickly this morning. When ¡ have time 1111

4 look at it in more detail. But 295. the word. --

5 third line, -not responsive- should not have been

6 deleted. No, no. That's right. We substituted

7 -incomplete- with °not responsive,- didn't we? Or

8 did we?
9 MR. TINDALL. I thought we took out

10 the words "at the bar.- We didn't know what that
11 meant. We didn't know what it meant.
12 CHAIRMAN SOULES. Is Slat the bar- in

13 the current rules?
14 MR. MCMAINS: Yes, I think so.
LS MR. TINDALL: We took that out.
16 PROFESSOR DORSANEOi It's really to be

17 at the bench.
18 MR. TINDALL; It's just that bit shall
19 be directed to be reform_die period. That's the
20 way --
21 PROFESSOR EDGAR; We decided, though,

22 and I don i t know why -- bu t we dec ided to pu t in
23 "at the bar.b
24 CHAIRMAN SOULES. Well, it's there,

25 isn't it?
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1 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Yeah, but somebody
2 just said it shouldn't be there.
i MR. TINDALL: We voted to take it
4 out~ We didnit know what it meant.

5 PROFESSOR OORSANEO: I t meaDe at ter

6 the case is over and we go to the bar.

7 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Do we leave it in or

8 tak e it au t ?
9 MR. TINDALL: Take it out.
10 PROFESSOR DORSANEOI Take it out.
11 CHAI RMAN SOULES i Okay.
12 MR. RAGLAND i We ire taking ou t ~a t the

13 barn?
14 MR. TINDALL: Yes.
15 PROFESSOR EDGAR. Welre taking out -at

16 the bar.~
17 CHAIRMAN SOULES. i$If it is incomplete

18 to the questions contained."
19 MR'I RAGLAND = Tha t doesn. t make sense

20 to me..
21 CHAIRMAN SOULES i The eecond sen tence

22 doesn l t make any sense now. "If it is incomplete
23 to the questions contained in the Court$s

24 charge. n ~If it is incomplete or Dot
25 respons ive. "
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PROPESSOR EDGAR) I think that's what

we said, Ølf it is incomplete or not responsive to

the questions contained in the charge or the

answers to the questions are in conflict, the

Court shall..ll

CHAI RMAN SOULES i Okay" I got tha t

straight now. Thank you.. What 'a next?

PROFESSOR EDGAR$ Just a second.. Rule

301, now this was not part of our work.. This was

over in Harry's section, but since it -- we

changed the special issue jury finding.. But also

we need to make a change in Rule 324, and that

likewise fell through the cracks..

CHAIRMAN SOULES i Okay..

PROFESSOR EDGAR: And I think you got

that ..

CHAI RMAN SOULES:

PROFESSOR EDGAR:

CHAI R~1AN SOULES i

Is 301 okay?

iiha t?

Is 301 okay the way

it is?

PROFESSOR EDGAR: Yes, but when you

originally sent this material to me the other day.

you didn i t include 321, nor did you include 324..

And somehow 324 still hadn't gotten in the

pipel ine..
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1 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: There probably
2 are a lot of rules that talk about special issues.
3 PROFBSSOR EDGAR: There might be but
4 I.ve tried to find them, as many as I could, and

5 those are the only ones that I found.

6 PROFESSOR DORSANEO t We're going to

7 try to get this ~. I lm going to try to get this
8 business On computer from West, and if I can get

9 it on our computer with the word search program, I

10 can search for it. Otherwise, it's law clerk --
11 one of the times.
12 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, if you can get

13 it -- I've got a machine that is big enough to hold

14 the ruleS, I'm sure, but I sure would like to get
15 it. If we can get it on a Displaywriter diskette

16 or several Displaywriter diskettes in that form.
17 We could all use them~ We may have to get the

18 Court to request to send the rules down on
19 diskette form.
20 JUSTICE WALLACE: I had a talk with
21 the editor and Bill has been in touch with him.
22 Did you call him?
23 PROFESSOR DORSANEOi I didnJ t call him

24 yet. I've been too busy.

25 JUSTICE WALLACE: He said it would
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1 take two. three weeks for him to get his

2 prei imiDary investigation done. I said I know

i we've got a (lata processing department to my

4 knowledge.. But we will cooperate with you in any

5 way we can and I told him th.at Bill would be in

6 touch with him on it..
7 CHAIRMAN SOULES i W ill you see if you

8 can get that in Displaywriter diskette form Dr IBM

9 PC diskette form?

10 PROPES SOB DORSANIO i Okay..

11 PROFESSOR EDGARI Specifically, that's

12 the first sentence of Rule 324 (c).. The words

13 ~special issueØ should be Changed to fiquestioD8.~
14 It's the first sentence in Rule 324 (c)..

15 CHAIRMAN SOULES. Okay. What's next?
16 Thank you.. I had a call from a lawyer who is
17 doing a paper, Tom Cross, telling me that this was
18 a problem, 329. last week.. And I said. well, let
19 me tell you what we're doing about it..
20 MR. TINDALL; On the citation by
21 publication judgments?

22 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Uh-buh.. That l s

23 exactly what we fixed. Okay. ADd we're taking
24 -Texas-l out.. What's the next rule with a problem
25 that you see?
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1 MR.. TINDALL: Where are you now?
2 CHAIRMAN SOULES i I'm back to I'm
3 just rOlling. I'm through.. I donlt have any

4 more '"

5 MR.. TINDALL: Luke, one thi
6 stylistically, on some of thes.~ Jeremy Wicker has

7 done a score of these things where he l S Citing

8 various codes", You may look at the Government

9 Code. They have a preferred way to cite the.e
10 things instead of putting .of the" between the
11 section and the code. Just put it like they've
12 done on 621 (a) '" That l s the preferred method of
13 style on these",
14 CHAIRMAN SOULES: You donlt put "of
15 the.. it
16 MR", TINDALL: Don1t put ~of the."
17 Just put a comma.. It just should be ~Section
18 34.001," Comma, "Civil Practice and Remedies

19 Code." That' s the way
20 CHAIRMAN SOULES: I've got you.

21 Okay. What's next?

22 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: I don l t have any

:2 3 more.
24 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Does anybody have
25 any more suggestions?
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1 PROPESSOR EDGAR. Let m. just I lm
2 juet looking at Texae Rule of Evidence 101.. And

3 there is reference here to Rule 207 Texas RUles of

4 Civil PrOcedure.. Now, .hould we delete the word

5 "Texas. and is it now Civil Procedure or the Texas

6 Rules of Procedure eince we have both civil And

7 criminal rules..
I CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, these rules
9 have been passed. They've al ready been enacted,

10 the Rules of Evidence..
11 JUSTICE WALLACE~ Oh, yes.. The Rules
12 of Evidence, yes.
13 PROFESSOR EDGAR: We're just talking

14 about the way to cite them..
15 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, next time we

16 probably --
17 MR.. TINDALL: Itls just on code that
18 you do tha t ..
19 JUSTICE WALLACE: The blue book is
20 still TRCP..

21 PROFESSOR EDGARI Well. I was just

22 .ekinglo
~3 CHAIRMAN SOULES= Okay.. Was there any

24 change on these Appellate Rules then? And these

25 evidence rules have already been acted on by the
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1 Court.. Does anybody have any other business?

2 PROFESSOR BDGAR i I l d like to ask

3 Judge Wallace, when does -- I was just wondering

4 when we might anticipate the effective date of

5 these rules.
6 PROFESSOR BLAKELY i He l s got an answer

7 if you can get his attention.

8 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Let me say tha t I
9 anticipate this committee will have a scheduled

10 meeting in May. And also, we will go ahead and
11 schedule a meeting in October. Thetis on both
12 ends of the summer vacation and we might

13 reschedule the October meeting to earlier if I
14 find out we -- I've got to have the publication
15 dates.' When do we have to be in the Bar Journal

16 in order to get rules effective the first of the
17 year?
18 JUSTICB WALLACE: To be effective the

19 first of the year, it's got to be in the December

20 Bar Journal, which comes out when, Bill ø abou t the
21 first week of December?

22 MR. WHITEHURST: That's right, but you

2"3 ha ve a two-mon th 1 ee time..
24 JUSTICE WALLACE: So, it means it must

25 be presen ted --
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MR. WHITEHURST: October.

JUSTICE WALLACE i ItS S got to be in

the October journal presented in October, and,

therefore, it. 8 got to be to them by mid AUgu8 t ~

MR. WHITEHURST. Do you want it

printed in the October journal Or tbeDeceaber?

JUSTICE WALLACEt Well, it's got to be

printed 60 days before they take effect. So. that

means they have to be printed in the October

journal. That means 60 days would be, oh, early

in December.. It will be pas tDecember the 18 t..
So, itls got to be in the October journal. They

need about 45 days lee time..

MR. WHITEHURST. Thatls right, 45 to

60 days ii

JUSTI CE WALLACE i So, we. re ta 1 king

about the early part of August to get something

ef fee tive January 1 ~

PROFESSOR EDGAR. Well, my question,

though, was, when does the Court anticipate that

the rules that we now have might be adopted?

JUSTICE WALLACE i As soon as these are

presented to us in final form, we can get

reasonably quick action. We can get them if

they get to us by January the 1st, I imagine by
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1 the 1s t of February w. l i i have them taken care of.

2 PROFESSOR BLAKELY II What you want is

3 an ef fee tive date.
4 PROFESSOR EDGAR: Yes. I'm gOing to
5 have to write a law review article, to be very

6 selfish about this, and I was just wondering how

7 much time I i m going to have.

8 JUSTICE WALLACE; Okay. When
9 PROFESSOR EDGAR: I jus t wan t to know

10 what time Ilve got. I don't really care.
11 JUSTICE WALLACE: Well--
12 PROFESSOR EoGARI I was just trying to

13 get an idea, Judge Wallace.
14 JUSTICE WALLACE; When do you think we

15 will have t.he final form, Luke?

16 CHAIRMAN SOULES) I think you will
17 have the final form -- i believe they will be out
18 of our office, let i s see, certainly by Friday
19 week. It may not take us that long.
20 JUSTICE WALLACEI Are you talking
21 abou t the 113 t of December?

22 CHAIRMAN SOULES. And then I want to
23 send them out to you-all. How long does the
24 committee want for feedback? No need in having

25 more than two weeks. You can l t get them read and
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1 call me in two weeks, if you' re not going to read

2 them
3 PROFESSOR EDGAR ¡ I think tha t · s

4 fine. Two weeks is fine.

5 CHAIRMAN SOULES i So, I' 1 lhave them

6 out. Friday was the 7tb. We'll have them out by

7 tbe 21st. 28th --
8 MR. MCMAINS: How about December 5?
9 CHAIRMAN SOULES: By December the 5 th

10 -- no later than mid DeCember so you-all will have

11 them for consideration certainlY by the time you
12 return from the Christmas holidays~ probably
13 before you leave.
14 JUSTICE WALLACE; I would say March
15 1st at the latest we should have final action on
16 them. Likely by February 1st.
17 PROFESSOR EDGAR: So~ we' re thinking,

18 then, that perhaps these rules might become

19 effective by September 1st?
20 JUS~ICE WALLACE: No. They will be
21 effective January 1, 188..
22 PROFESSOR BOGAR. Oh, okay..
2) PROFESSOR DORSANEO i The Dew rul e s,

24 when they do go into effect, will go into effect
25 on January 1 of even years.
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1 JUSTI CE WALLACE i Wha t the Cour t will

2 do is -- January 1 of even years will be all rule

3 changes. The lawyers and tbe judges and everybody

4 interested out there know that there l s not go

5 to be any more changes ø We lve got two years to

6 learn these changes, and tben OD January 1, 1190.

7 those Changes will be effective.

8 CHAIRMAN SOULES: And you t re not

9 interested in enacting these for effective dates

10 before that?
11 JUSTICE WALLACE: No $ I think it l s

12 just started -- and this is our program 80 let's
13 get 0 n wit hit $ I t w i 1 i a 1 so g i v. us time to i 0 ok
14 at wh~t legislatUre does. As soon as we get a

15 meeting, as soon as they l re through -- it would
16 prObably be June or July.
17 PROFESSOR DORSANEO: I t really is a

18

11

20 publ ishers and other people can then accommodate

21 their schedules to the Court.s scheduie.
22 CHAI RMAN SOULES: When does the
23 legisiature recess? It's 140 days after the first
24 Monday in January.

25 MR. TINDALL: Memorial Day.
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1 JUSTICE WALLACE i They convene early

2 this year, don't they, on about the ~-

3 MR. WHITEHURST; Yeah, I would just
4 figure Memorial Day for your planning purpo.es~

5 CHAIRMAN SOULES. Hay 30th. is that
6 wha tit is?
7 MR. WHITEHURST: Yeah.
8 CHAIRMAN SOULES; We III have a ~eeting

9 then the second

10 MR. MCMAINS: Wait a minute. When is
11 the State Bar Convention this year?
12 MR. WHITEHURST. 12th, 13th and 14th.

13 CHAIRMAN SOULES i Of June?
14 MR. MCMAINS: Yeah.
15 MR. WHITEHURST; You can have it at
16 the Bar Convention. It's going to be in Corpus.
17 CHAIRMAN SOULES i I dOn't think we can

18 have a meeting of this kind at the Bar
19 Conven t ion.
20 MR. WHITEHURSTI Is i~ going to be a

21 day and a half?
22 MR. TINDALL; Early May.
23 CHAIRMAN SOULES. Well, but the
24 legiSlature won't be done.
25 MR. WHITEHURST: Let us know if you
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1 want it at the Bar Convention and we will make

2 arrangements 0

J CHAIRMAN SOULES; And, Bill, welcome*
4 We appreciate YOUr coming in and visiting with

5 us ~
6 MR~ WHITBHURST. Itls always nice to
7 come in and see the frightening process of

8 rul emak lng .

9 JUSTICE WALLACB: I think everybody
10 realizes that sDmetime after legislature adjourns
11 -- unless you've got someone birddogging that

12 daily journal, to know wha t has been done over

13 there for some time. Because session -- of
14 course, you don £ t get -- who knows when they e re
15 going to come out. And moat the da.age is usually
16 done that last week of the session anyway.
17 MR. MCMAI NS : Why don ø t we do it the

18 last week in June?
19 CHAIRMAN SOULES; That.s fine with
20 me. That means the week before July the 4th
21 holiday, but that's fine.
22 MR. MCMAINS: I mean, I don' t know

23 when the July 4th -- I mean, what
24 MR ø TINDALL i June 26th, 27 th.

25 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Is that going to be
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1 _. what day of week does July the 4th fallon?

2 MR. TINDALL i July the 4th is the
3 fOllowing Saturday. The 4th is on a Saturday next

4 year.
5 CHAI RMAN SOULES i Is tha t okay $ then,

6 to set it on Friday -- what.s the date?

7 MR.. TINDALLIJune 26th, June 27th.
8 CHAIRMAN SOULES i I'll schedule two

9 full days, and we III only have ODe meeting. At

10 that meeting, any interim committees that are
11 ready to report on what bas been tabled here can
12 report.. And we'll address any new issues that

13 have been raised from the iegislature. We'll have
14 to watch those early and get subcommittee r.ep.orts,

15 and we'll state that we exhaust our agenda,
16 rewrite those rules and get them to you, Judge,
17 right away sO that you could. if possible, if you
18 wish, act on those aDd get them in the rule books,
19 too..
20 JUSTICE WALLACB: Yeah, because --
21 that's going to cut it short because our members

22 start breaking the middle of July.
23 MR. WHITEHURST i Let me mention that

24 for the first time We'll be on tap with a computer

25 to the legislature this year. So, I mean, we
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1 might be able to alert Lou Lou Flores (phonetic)

2 to particularly look for bills that might concern
3 your task ~

4 MR~ MCMAINS: I really think, Luke, if

5 you assume that you get the legislative stuff

6 immediately, you've got to have a little bit of
7 time to assimilate it and see what it meaDS, aDd

S then some time to get it to the commit tee.. I
9 donlt see a meeting any earlier than June 26th~

10 JUSTICE WALLACE. I donl t either.

11 CHAIRMAN SOULES: That means that the
12 Court would have to ac t on that in time to get
13 those rules to the Bar Journal by the middle of
14 August..
15 JUSTICE WALLACE: Yes.. We would
16 almost have to have it by July 15th..
17 CHAIRMAN SOULES i We can do tha t..

18 MR.. MCMAINS: I think we can get that

19 done..
20 CHAIRMAN SOULES: We'll have to
21 understand that when we look at it next time. it
22 has to be carefully drafted so when it gets back
23 to our office we caD get it right on out..
24 PROFESSOR EDGAR: We 1 l. you men t ioned

25 two full days.. Are you just going to deviate from
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lour current practice and be all day Friday and all

2 day Saturday?

3 CHAI RMAN SOULES: I l d like you to

4 reserve that just in case we need it.

5 PROFESSOR EDGARI I just wanted to
6 know.
7 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yes. Ilm asking
8 that we go ahead and reserve two full days, and we

9 might even just have an edit committee Saturday

10 afternoon~

11 PROFESSOR OORSANEO: Like this one we

12 had today *
13 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Does anyone feel
14 like -- I'm going to send the proposed rules to

15 everybody and give you two weeks to look at them.
16 Does anyone feel that we need an edit committee?

17 I can take your suggestions on the phone, in mail

18 in writing. If we have a problem, what should I

19 do? Maybe get Bill and Rusty and Hadley. Anybody
20 else want me to call you and get you on a
21 telephone conference if we really run into a
22 problem? Okay* Well, if ¡ just can't understand
23 something or it.s a departure of suggestion, 1111
24 talk to the three of you-all.
25 Okay. Thank you very much. We' re done,
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